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Introduction

In the previous chapter, a derivational analysis of reconstruction has been
proposed, which means that optimization takes place in the course of the
derivation when the syntactic structure has not yet been completely built
up. In contrast, the analysis of binding data in chapter 2 was based on diﬀerent premises. There it has been assumed that complete sentences are part of
the input and thus completely accessible during the optimization procedure.
Hence, it can be characterized as a global, representational analysis. However, this kind of approach is not straightforwardly applicable to examples
involving reconstruction (cf. chapter 2, section ??), since the grammaticality
status of this type of sentences crucially depends on intermediate derivation
steps which might no longer be recoverable once the derivation has been
completed.
In this chapter, I will therefore address the question of whether the binding theory outlined in chapter 2 can be integrated into a local derivational
syntactic approach. I explore what must be assumed for binding once we
restrict ourselves to a derivational framework and discuss the theoretical
consequences of such an enterprise.2 Moreover, I set out to propose a theory
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Cf. Fischer, Silke. 2004. Towards an Optimal Theory of Reflexivization. Doctoral dissertation, University of Tübingen.
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Former derivational approaches to binding include Hornstein (2001), Kayne (2002),
and Zwart (2002), which share the underlying assumption that an antecedent and its
bindee start out as one constituent and the binding relation is created by movement (cf.
chapter 1). In contrast to these proposals, the present approach focuses on crosslinguistic
variation and optionality and neither assumes movement into θ-positions (cf. Hornstein
(2001)) nor a single phrase containing both the bound element and its antecedent at some
stage of the derivation. Moreover, the domain accessible in the course of the derivation
will be reduced to a minimum.
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that is empirically not inferior to the approach developed in chapter 2 but
captures the same amount of data as well as some universal generalizations
that can be observed with respect to binding.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, I take a closer look at
derivational theories in general and explore their theoretical implications. In
section 3, I discuss how much the accessible domain can be restricted in a
derivational approach to binding. The conclusion that will be drawn is that
the theory with the most restrictive notion of accessibility does not raise more
problems than a more liberal theory and is therefore to be preferred from a
conceptual point of view. In section 4, I address some technical issues of
the new analysis according to which binding corresponds to feature checking
between the bound element and its antecedent. Finally, section 5 constitutes
the main part of the chapter, because here I develop an optimality-theoretic
approach to binding in a derivational framework and show that it captures
the same data as the theory presented in chapter 2.
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Theoretical Considerations on Derivational
Theories

It has been argued in the literature that derivational theories are not only
superior to global ones from a conceptual point of view, because they induce a
reduction of complexity (cf. Chomsky (1995) and subsequent work, Epstein et
al. (1998), Epstein & Seely (2002)),3 but that they are furthermore supported
by strong empirical evidence (cf., for example, Epstein & Seely (2002), Heck
& Müller (2000), Müller (2002, 2003, 2004b)). Let us therefore take a closer
look at the underlying architecture of derivational theories.
A derivational theory diﬀers from a representational approach in the following way. In a representational theory, a sentence is not built up stepwise
in a derivational manner; instead, it is represented by a static structure that
can be compared to the outcome, i.e., the ﬁnal stage, of the derivation of a
sentence in a derivational model. Syntactic principles can therefore only refer
to this representation, and derivational notions like ‘movement’ have to be re3

However, cf. Brody (1995, 2002) for a different point of view.
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placed with notions like ‘chain’. In a derivational approach, by contrast, it is
assumed that sentences are built up step by step using the operations Merge
and Move, and consequently we can already start computing the structure
in the course of the derivation. As a result, at each point in the derivation,
material that has not yet been used is in principle not accessible.4 This means
that there is no possibility of look-ahead with respect to syntactic structures
that have not been created yet. Moreover, it is possible that access to earlier
parts of the derivation is also restricted, and this is what I refer to as ‘local
derivational approach’.
In the literature, such a local theory has ﬁrst been proposed by Chomsky
(2000 and subsequent work), who introduces the so-called Phase Impenetrability Condition in order to restrict the accessible domain ‘downwards’ (ﬁguratively spoken if we think of syntactic trees).5 The ﬁrst version he comes
up with is given in (1), which is based on the deﬁnitions below (cf. Chomsky
(2000:106; 108), Chomsky (2001a:4f.), Chomsky (2001b:12f.); cf. also Müller
(2004b)).
(1)

Phase Impenetrability Condition 1 (PIC1 ):
The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not accessible to operations
outside XP; only X and its edge are accessible to such operations.

(2)

The domain of a head corresponds to its c-command domain.

(3)

CP and vP are phases.

(4)

The edge of a head X is the residue outside X′ ; it comprises speciﬁers
and elements adjoined to XP.

As a result, the accessible domain is reduced as soon as a phase is completed;
material below the head of a completed phase is no longer accessible (cf. (5),
where underlined XPs represent phases and material that is not accessible is
crossed out).
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Of course, the derivation has access to the remaining numeration, but the crucial point
is that the syntactic structure that is going to be built up is not available.
5
But cf. also van Riemsdijk (1978) and Koster (1987) as far as the general idea is
concerned that operations are restricted to some extremely local domain.
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(5)

Accessible domain under PIC1 :
a.
b.

[ YP . . . Y [ XP . . . X [ WP . . . W [ UP . . . U . . . ]]]]
[ ZP . . . Z [ YP . . . Y [ XP . . . X [ WP . . . W [ UP . . . U . . . ]]]]]

However, Chomsky weakens this version of the Phase Impenetrability Condition, because he considers it too restrictive if VP-internal Nominative NPs
are taken into account (which occur, for example, in Icelandic): In order to be
licensed, they have to establish an Agree relation with T; however, following
the PIC as deﬁned in (1), these Nominative objects are no longer accessible
when T enters the derivation (cf. (5-a) with Y=T, X=v, W=V). Hence, he
proposes the modiﬁed version given in (6), which expressly makes reference
to the next phase and thus enlargens the accessible domain since material
is only rendered inaccessible when the next phase has been completed (cf.
(7)). Thus, VP-internal material (for instance, a Nominative object) is still
accessible when T is merged into the derivation, because the next phase, CP,
has not yet been reached (cf. (7-a) with Y=T, X=v, W=V).
(6)

Phase Impenetrability Condition 2 (PIC2 ):
The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not accessible to operations
outside ZP (the next phase); only X and its edge are accessible to
such operations.

(7)

Accessible domain under PIC2 :
a.
b.

[ YP . . . Y [ XP . . . X [ WP . . . W [ UP . . . U [. . . ]]]]]
[ ZP . . . Z [ YP . . . Y [ XP . . . X [ WP . . . W [ UP . . . U . . . ]]]]]

However, from a conceptual point of view this weakening of the Phase Impenetrability Condition undermines the whole enterprise of a local derivational
syntactic theory, since it enlarges the “representational residue” (cf. Brody
(1995, 2002)), and moreover, the question arises as to whether the integration
of further constructions would not require a further weakening of the PIC
(for example, the integration of binding phenomena; cf. section 3).
In order to overcome the conceptual objections, Müller (2004b) therefore
proposes a strengthened version of the PIC which does not refer to phases
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but to all kinds phrases and is thus called Phrase Impenetrability Condition:6
(8)

Phrase Impenetrability Condition (PIC3 ):
The domain of a head X of a phrase XP is not accessible to operations
outside XP; only X and its edge are accessible to such operations.
(cf. Müller (2004b:297))

(9)

Accessible domain under PIC3 :
a.
b.

[ YP . . . Y [ XP . . . X [ WP . . . W [ UP . . . U . . . ]]]]
[ ZP . . . Z [ YP . . . Y [ XP . . . X [ WP . . . W [ UP . . . U . . . ]]]]]

The eﬀect of the Phrase Impenetrability Condition is also exempliﬁed in the
following trees, which illustrate how the accessible domain – marked by the
frame – shifts when the derivation proceeds. As (10)-(12) show, an item x in
the object position will already be unaccessible when vP is completed.

(10)

x still accessible:
VP
V

(11)

x

x no longer accessible:
vP
v′

subj.
v

VP
V
x

6

Long-distance agreement, as in the case of Nominative objects, would then have to be
reinterpreted as involving successive-cyclic feature movement, because the object position
and T are obviously not accessible at the same time (cf. (9) with Y=T, X=v, W=V).
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(12)

x no longer accessible:
TP
T′

subj.
T

vP
tsubj.

v′
v
VP
V

x

We will come back to this crucial observation in section 4, but ﬁrst it will
be investigated how much we can restrict the accessible domain if we try to
address binding from a derivational perspective.

3
3.1

Minimizing the Accessible Domain – Comparing PIC1, PIC2, and PIC3
General Considerations

If we want to integrate Binding Theory into a derivational framework, we ﬁrst
have to understand how binding principles generally work. What we usually
do if we evaluate a binding relation is consider the conﬁguration that holds
between the bound element and its antecedent, and based on this information
the binding principles allow us to draw conclusions about the grammaticality
status of the binding relation. Consider, for instance, the sentences in (13).
(13)

a.
b.

I know that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates himself1 /*him1 ]]
Max1 knows that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes him1 /*himself1 ]]

According to the standard analysis following Chomsky (1981) (cf. the outline in chapter 1 and 2), we have to ﬁnd out what the binding domain for
6

the bound element is, check whether binding takes place within this domain,
and ﬁnally Principle A and B of the Binding Theory tell us whether the
bound element must be realized as anaphor or pronoun. With respect to (13)
we would thus ﬁnd out that the embedded vP corresponds to the binding
domain (– it contains a subject 6= x –) and therefore get the result that the
bound element is bound within this domain in (13-a) but not in (13-b), which
correctly predicts that we must use the anaphor in the ﬁrst case and the pronoun in the latter. Similarly, the analysis proposed in chapter 2 presupposes
that we know the domain in which binding takes place; only then can we
evaluate which realization form the bound element is assigned: In (13-a) we
have binding within the θ-domain, hence the anaphor turns out to be the optimal form, in (13-b) the element is only bound in its root domain, therefore
it must be realized as pronoun.
In short, in order to be able to draw these conclusions, we must at least
know the embedded vP in (13); knowing this part of the derivation, we can
then infer that binding takes place within the governing/θ-domain in the case
of (13-a), or that binding must take place outside the governing/indicative
domain in the case of (13-b), and the binding principles can apply successfully. Thus it seems that we need to be familiar with a certain amount of
structure in order to evaluate binding relations. However, the previous section has shown that principles like the PIC restrict access to parts of the
derivation. It remains to be seen how this dilemma can be solved.

3.2

Local Binding in English

As described above, there are three diﬀerent versions of the PIC in the literature, PIC2 being the most liberal one in the sense that it tolerates a relatively
large accessible domain, and PIC3 being the most restrictive version because
it reduces the accessible domain to a minimum. In the following, I will discuss
the consequences for binding under the diﬀerent PIC versions and focus on
the question of how much we can restrict the accessible domain if we want
to integrate binding into a strictly local derivational theory.
The subsequent derivations are to be read as follows: those parts that are
no longer accessible are crossed out; in order to facilitate a direct comparison
7

between the diﬀerent PIC versions, the examples are ordered in such a way
that a1 -z1 represents the derivation under PIC1 , a2 -z2 refers to PIC2 , and
a3 -z3 corresponds to the derivation under PIC3 . If the accessible domain is
the same under all three PIC versions, the index is omitted. As in chapter 2,
the bound element is generally abbreviated as x, and it is assumed that the
information as to which items are engaged in a binding relation is indicated
by (co-)indexation (with the indices being part of the numeration already).
Let us now consider the derivations of the sentences in (13), starting with
(13-a) (repeated in (14)).
(14)

I know that Max1 hates himself1 /*him1 .
a.

[ VP hates x1 ]

b1 .
c1 .
d1 .
e1 .
f1 .

[ vP Max1 hates [ VP thates x1 ]]
[ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]
[ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]]
[ VP know [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]]]
[ vP I know [ VP tknow [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates
x1 ]]]]]]
g1 . [ TP I [ vP tI know [ VP tknow [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates
[ VP thates x1 ]]]]]]]

b2 .
c2 .
d2 .
e2 .
f2 .

[ vP Max1 hates [ VP thates x1 ]]
[ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP tV x1 ]]]
[ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]]
[ VP know [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]]]
[ vP I know [ VP tknow [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates
x1 ]]]]]]
g2 . [ TP I [ vP tI know [ VP tknow [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates
[ VP thates x1 ]]]]]]]

b3 .
c3 .
d3 .
e3 .

[ vP Max1 hates [ VP thates x1 ]]
[ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]
[ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]]
[ VP know [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates x1 ]]]]]
8

f3 . [ vP I know [ VP tknow [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates [ VP thates
x1 ]]]]]]
g3 . [ TP I [ vP tI know [ VP tknow [ CP that [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax hates
[ VP thates x1 ]]]]]]]
With respect to PIC1 and PIC2 , the crucial point in the derivation is represented in (14-b1 ) and (14-b2 ), respectively. At this point, the binder is
merged into the structure, and the bound element is still accessible. Hence,
the binding relation can be evaluated although we do not know yet the complete derivation.7 With the more restrictive PIC3 , it is slightly diﬀerent; when
the binder enters the derivation in (14-b3), the bound element is no longer
accessible. Let us therefore go one step back and discuss whether the stage
represented in (14-a) allows us to draw conclusions about the binding relation
in this example.
Apart from that part of the derivation that has already been built in
(14-a), certain subsets of the numeration provide us with some more information. Following Chomsky (2000 and subsequent work), all derivations are
based on a so-called lexical array (LA), a set comprising all lexical items that
are going to be used in the derivation. In the course of the derivation,
each phase is determined by a subarray LAi of LA, placed in “active memory”. When the computation exhausts LAi , forming the syntactic object K,
L [language] returns to LA, either extending K to K′ or forming an independent structure M to be assimilated later to K or to some extension of K.
(Chomsky (2001b:11f.))
This means that at a given point in the derivation we are not only familiar
with that part of the already built structure which is in the accessible domain,
but we also know the material that is going to be merged into the present
phase – however, the syntactic structure that is going to be built up is not
known.
7

The considerations here in section 3 are independent of the version of binding principles we choose. I will therefore not refer to any particular Binding Theory but keep
the discussion as general as possible, since the problems binding faces in a derivational
approach seem to be valid universally. However, a concrete technical implementation will
be proposed in the subsequent sections.
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(15)

a.
b.

LA (lexical array):= set of lexical items used in a derivation;
LAi (subarray):= ‘subset’ of LA which is selected at that point
in the derivation when phase number i begins; it contains the
material used for the construction of phase number i; (strictly
speaking, LAi is not necessarily a subset of LA since it can also
contain more complex objects composed of elements of LA).
(cf. Chomsky (2000:106, 2001b:11; fn.22))

With respect to the example above, this means that at the stage represented
in (14-a) there is only one lexical item left in the current subarray LA1 : Max,
which is coindexed with x. Hence, Max must be merged into a position within
vP that c-commands x – there is no other possibility. As a consequence, it
can be concluded that x will be bound within the current phase, although
binding has not yet taken place, and thus examples like these do not pose a
problem for PIC3 .

3.3

Pronominal Binding in English

Let us now turn to the derivation of (13-b), repeated in (16).
(16)

Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 /*himself1 .
a.

[ VP likes x1 ]

b1 .
c1 .
d1 .
e1 .
f1 .

[ vP Mary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]
[ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]
[ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]
[ VP knows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Max1 knows [ VP tknows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes
[ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]]
g1 . [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax knows [ VP tknows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary
likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]]]

b2 .
c2 .
d2 .
e2 .

[ vP Mary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]
[ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]
[ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]
[ VP knows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]
10

f2 . [ vP Max1 knows [ VP tM ax [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes
[ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]]
g2 . [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax knows [ VP tknows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary
likes[ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]]]
[ vP Mary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]
[ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]
[ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]
[ VP knows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Max1 knows [ VP tknows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary likes
[ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]]
g3 . [ TP Max1 [ vP tM ax knows [ VP tknows [ CP that [ TP Mary [ vP tM ary
likes [ VP tlikes x1 ]]]]]]]

b3 .
c3 .
d3 .
e3 .
f3 .

The last point in the derivation when the bound element x is still accessible
under PIC1 is represented in (16-b1 ). In contrast to the previous example, the
antecedent has not yet been merged into the derivation at this stage. However, one can see that in (16-b1), the current phase has just been completed
(LA1 ={}); hence it can be concluded that binding does not take place within
this phase, and this information might be suﬃcient for the binding principles
to evaluate this binding relation.8 Basically the same considerations hold for
the derivation under PIC2 .
Regarding PIC3 , the last point in the derivation when x is still accessible is
represented in (16-a). However, we know furthermore that the only element
left in LA1 is Mary, which is not coindexed with x. Therefore it can be
concluded that x will not be bound within the current phase (= embedded
vP), which means that the restrictive PIC3 basically leaves us with the same
information as the more liberal PIC1 and PIC2 .
8

For instance, it can be concluded that binding takes place outside the subject domain
(i.e., the traditional binding domain), thus both the traditional Principle B and the constraints from chapter 2 would predict that x must be a pronoun. Note, however, that in
other languages the information “binding takes place outside the subject domain” might
not suffice to conclude that the bound element must be realized as pronoun (cf. chapter 2
and the discussion of long distance anaphora below).
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In the previous two examples, the subarray LA1 played a crucial role;
however, one might doubt whether it always contains enough information to
ensure such an early evaluation of the binding relation. Let us therefore turn
to some more complex examples.

3.4

The Complex NP Problem

Since in the analyses above, LA1 contained at most one element at the crucial
stage, let us ﬁrst examine what happens if more than one element is left in
LA1 . In (17), we have the following situation: As far as PIC1 and PIC2 are
concerned, there is again a point in the derivation when both coindexed
elements are accessible (cf. (17-b1,2 )); hence the example does not oﬀer any
new insights. However, under PIC3 the example diﬀers from the previous
ones insofar as at the last point at which x is accessible (i.e., in (17-a)), LA1
contains more than one lexical item – what we need to complete the ﬁrst
phase is the complex NP the man whom Max1 saw.
(17)

The man whom Max1 saw threatens him1 /*himself1 .
a.

[ VP threatens x1 ]

b1,2 . [ vP the man whom Max1 saw threatens [ VP tthreatens x1 ]]
c1 . [ TP the man whom Max1 saw [ vP tsubj. threatens [ VP tthreatens
x1 ]]]
c2 . [ TP the man whom Max1 saw [ vP tsubj. threatens [ VP tthreatens
x1 ]]]
b3 . [ vP the man whom Max1 saw threatens [ VP tthreatens x1 ]]
c3 . [ TP the man whom Max1 saw [ vP tsubj. threatens [ VP tthreatens
x1 ]]]
There are now two possibilities. Since the construction of the complex NP
proceeds in parallel (cf. Chomsky (2001b:fn.22)), LA1 might already contain
the full structure when VP is completed. On this assumption, we can foresee
in (17-a) that although the coindexed element Max1 will be merged into the
current phase, it will not c-command and therefore not bind x – and thus it
12

should be possible to determine the realization of x at this stage.
However, there is a second possibility. Of course, the complex NP must
be built before it can be merged into the derivation, and thus it must be part
of LA1 at some stage; but this might as well happen after the completion of
VP (the last stage in the derivation when x is still accessible under PIC3 ).9
On this assumption, we cannot know at the stage of (17-a) whether x will
be bound by Max within the embedded vP or not; the material in LA1 does
not allow us to draw any conclusions – for instance, the complex NP might
turn out to be Max1 , whom the man saw, in which case x would indeed be
bound.
Hence, it seems that we are forced to conclude that for sentences like this
one PIC1 or PIC2 are more suitable and that PIC3 might be too restrictive.
However, further examples will reveal that it is an illusion that the two more
liberal PIC variants do not face problems like these.

3.5

German A.c.I.-Constructions: Binding Across Two
Successive Phases

If we take a closer look at the examples in (14) (I know that Max1
hates himself1/*him1 ) and (17) (The man whom Max1 saw threatens
him1 /*himself1), we ﬁnd one crucial similarity. In (14), we have a relatively
local binding relation; binding occurs within one phase. In (17), there is
no binding relation at all, but the two coindexed elements also enter the
derivation within the same phase. Thus, the two coindexed elements are in
both examples part of the same phase; and since under both PIC1 and PIC2
9

(i)

For instance, the derivation might proceed as follows:
a.

b.

c.

[ VP threatens x1 ]
LA1 ={the, man, whom, Max1 , saw}
→ x still accessible, but complex NP not built yet
[ vP [ v threatens] [ VP tthreatens x1 ]]
LA1 ={[NP the man whom Max1 saw]}
→ complex NP built, but x no longer accessible
[ vP [ NP the man whom Max1 saw] [ v threatens] [ VP tthreatens x1 ]]
LA1 ={}
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the whole phase is accessible at the stage when it is completed, there is a
point in the derivation when both elements are accessible. This explains why
these examples do not pose a problem for these two PIC versions. However,
the question arises as to what happens if the coindexed elements enter the
derivation in diﬀerent phases.
Let us therefore consider German A.c.I.-constructions. In sentences like
(18), the bound element is realized as an anaphor; but in comparison to
example (14), which also involved anaphoric binding, binding is not as local
in this case: x and its antecedent occur in diﬀerent phases.
This becomes evident if we contrast (18-c) with (18-e); x1 is part of the
embedded vP, whereas Max1 is merged into the next phase, another vP.10
(18)

Ger. Sarah glaubt, dass Max1 Peter für sich1 arbeiten lässt.
Sarah believes that Max Peter for SE work
let
‘Sarah believes that Max1 makes Peter work for him1 .’
a.

[ PP für x1 ]

b1 .
c1 .
d1 .
e1 .

[ VP [ PP für x1 ] arbeiten]
[ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten]
[ VP [ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten] lässt]
[ vP Max1 [ VP [ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten] tlässt ]
lässt]

b2 .
c2 .
d2 .
e2 .

[ VP [ PP für x1 ] arbeiten]
[ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten]
[ VP [ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten] lässt]
[ vP Max1 [ VP [ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten] tlässt ]
lässt]

b3 .
c3 .
d3 .
e3 .

[ VP [ PP für x1 ] arbeiten]
[ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten]
[ VP [ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten] lässt]
[ vP Max1 [ VP [ vP Peter [ VP [ PP für x1 ] tarbeiten ] arbeiten] tlässt ]

10

In the following, not the complete but only the relevant parts of the derivations are
illustrated.
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lässt]
What are the consequences for the diﬀerent PIC versions? Starting with
PIC2 , the most liberal variant, we can observe that the last point in the
derivation at which x is accessible is given in (18-d2), and at this stage the
antecedent has not yet entered the derivation. However, the second phase is
already being built, and in LA2 there is only one element left, namely Max1 .
Hence, we can infer that x1 will be bound in the current phase.
This is reminiscent of the analyses of (14) (I know that Max1 hates
himself1/*him1) and (16) (Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 /*himself1) under PIC3 ; and similarly, we face the same problem if Max1 is replaced with
a more complex NP.
(19)

Ich will nicht, dass [der Mann, der gesagt hat, dass Max1 ein
I want not that the man who said has that Max a
guter Mitarbeiter sei], mich für ihn1 arbeiten lässt.
good employee besub me for him work
let
‘I don’t want the man who said that Max1 was a good employee
make me work for him1 .’

As in example (17) above, the subarray LA2 no longer contains only one
element at the last stage in the derivation when x is accessible – LA2 rather
contains all the material needed to build the complex NP (on the assumption
that this has not yet been done), and hence we cannot foresee at this point
whether the coindexed item Max1 will ﬁnally c-command and thus bind x1 .
Now what about PIC1 and PIC3 ? As to PIC3 , the last point in the derivation at which x is accessible is given in (18-a). At this stage not even the ﬁrst
phase has been completed, so we are left with LA1 ={Peter, arbeiten} while
the coindexed item Max1 is in the remaining LA. Therefore we only know
that x will not be bound within the current phase; any further predictions
are not possible.
For PIC1 , the last point in the derivation at which x is accessible is represented in (18-c1 ). This means that the ﬁrst phase has just been completed,
i.e., LA1 ={}. On the basis of this information, it is not possible either to
make any predictions about the ﬁnal binding conﬁguration, which means
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that PIC1 faces exactly the same problem as PIC3 in view of sentences like
(18).
To sum up, in examples in which the two coindexed elements are no
longer part of the same phase but of two successive phases, both PIC1 and
PIC3 cannot say anything about the binding conﬁguration. By contrast, the
more liberal version PIC2 provides us with the same information as PIC3 did
in the previous examples, when the coindexed items were merged into the
same phase; it allows a prediction under certain circumstances, namely if the
subarray to which the second element belongs does not contain “too much”
material such that we can foresee its designated structural position when x
is still accessible.
But what if a binding relation extends over more than two successive
phases?

3.6

Long Distance Binding in Icelandic – Binding
Across More than Two Phases

In languages like English, this is not that problematic, because here we know
that if an element is not bound at least within its subject domain, it cannot
be realized as anaphor anyway (cf. example (16) (Max1 knows that Mary likes
him1 /*himself1)). But in languages with long distance binding, the situation
is diﬀerent.11
In the following Icelandic example, even the most liberal PIC version,
PIC2 , does not provide enough information to evaluate the binding relation
in the course of the derivation. The last point in the derivation at which x
is accessible under PIC2 is represented in (20-c2 ), where the second phase
has already begun and LA2 ={að}; hence we know that x will not be bound
within the second phase either, but this information is not enough to draw
any conclusions about possible realizations of x. And if this is true for PIC2 ,
it must deﬁnitely be true for the more restrictive PIC1 and PIC3 .
11

In fact, if we assume that the competition does not only choose between anaphoric and
pronominal binding but also decides whether x can be realized as pronoun or R-expression
(cf. chapter 2, section ??), we face the same problems in English-type languages; in this
case, we need to know whether x will be bound in its root domain or not.
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(20)

Ice. Jón1 segir að Pétur raki
sig1 /*sjálfan sig1 /hann1 .
John says that Peter shavesub SE/himself/him
‘John1 says that Peter would shave him1 .’
a.

[ VP raki x1 ]

b1 .
c1 .
d1 .
e1 .
f1 .

[ vP Pétur raki [ VP traki x1 ]]
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]
[ VP segir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Jón1 segir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki
[ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]

b2 .
c2 .
d2 .
e2 .
f2 .

[ vP Pétur raki [ VP traki x1 ]]
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]
[ VP segir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Jón1 segir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki
[ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]

b3 .
c3 .
d3 .
e3 .
f3 .

[ vP Pétur raki [ VP traki x1 ]]
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]
[ VP segir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Jón1 segir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki
[ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]

However, the argumentation above only holds if it is assumed that LA as a
whole is not accessible during the derivation of phase i (but only LAi ). If we
consider the remaining elements in LA in (20-b1 ), (20-c2 ), and (20-a), we can
see that it only contains Jón1 , segir, and, depending on the PIC version, að –
all the other lexical items have either already been merged into the derivation
or are part of the current subarray LAi . And this information would suﬃce
to conclude that the conditions for Icelandic long distance anaphors will be
met in the end: Jón1 will c-command x1 , and only a subjunctive complement
will intervene between the bound element and its antecedent.
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But again, we could modify the example in such a way that even this information would no longer be available. Consider the following two Icelandic
sentences, which have identical underlying numerations; the only diﬀerence
is that in (21-a) Jón1 is merged into the derivation earlier than in (21-b) (in
the third phase instead of the ﬁfth phase), and as a result, only the ﬁrst one
allows anaphoric binding.
(21)

a.

Max veitind að Jón1 segirind að Pétur rakisub sig1 .
Max knows that Jón says
that Pétur shavesub SE
‘Max knows that John1 says that Peter would shave him1 .’
b. *Jón1 veitind að Max segirind að Pétur rakisub sig1 .
Jón knows that Max says
that Pétur shavesub SE
‘John1 knows that Max says that Peter would shave him1 .’

If we now turn to the derivation of (21-a) (illustrated in (22)), we can make
the following observation. As in example (20), Jón1 is still in LA at the last
point in the derivation when x is accessible, independent of the PIC version
we choose. However, this time even the remaining items in LA do not allow
us to draw any conclusions about the binding conﬁguration. Under PIC2 ,
for instance, LA={Jón1 , Max, veitind , segirind , að} (cf. (22-c2 )), and thus
we cannot yet decide whether long distance binding will be possible or not,
because at this stage the derivations of sentence (21-a) and (21-b) are still
completely identical. This means that not until LA3 is selected can we decide
whether (21-a) or (21-b) is derived and hence evaluate the binding relation.
However, when this selection takes place, x is no longer accessible, even under
the liberal PIC2 .
(22)

Max veitind að Jón1 segirind að Pétur rakisub sig1 .
a.

[ VP raki x1 ]

b1 .
c1 .
d1 .
e1 .
f1 .

[ vP Pétur raki [ VP traki x1 ]]
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]
[ VP segir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Jón1 segir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki
[ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]
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g1 . [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki
[ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]
h1 . [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki
[ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]
i1 . [ VP veit [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]]
j1 . [ vP Max veit [ VP tveit [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir
[ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]]]
b2 .
c2 .
d2 .
e2 .
f2 .

[ vP Pétur raki [ VP traki x1 ]]
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]
[ VP segir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Jón1 segir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki
[ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]
g2 . [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki
[ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]
h2 . [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki
[ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]
i2 . [ VP veit [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]]
j2 . [ vP Max veit [ VP tV [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]]]
[ vP Pétur raki [ VP traki x1 ]]
[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]
[ VP segir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]
[ vP Jón1 segir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki
[ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]
g3 . [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki
[ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]
h3 . [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að [ TP Pétur raki
[ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]
i3 . [ VP veit [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir [ CP að
b3 .
c3 .
d3 .
e3 .
f3 .
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[ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]]
j3 . [ vP Max veit [ VP tV [ CP að [ TP Jón1 segir [ vP tJ ón1 tsegir [ VP tsegir
[ CP að [ TP Pétur raki [ vP tP étur traki [ VP traki x1 ]]]]]]]]]]

3.7

Conclusion

Let us now come back to the question of how much we can restrict the accessible domain if we want to integrate binding into a strictly local derivational
approach.
As the discussion above has shown, all three PIC variants eventually
face the same problem. As it stands, they do not seem to provide enough
information to evaluate binding relations. This means that we have to ﬁnd
a way how the relevant information can be transferred into the accessible
domain. As this move is inevitable independent of the PIC variant we assume,
we are free to choose the version that is most attractive from a conceptual
point of view, and this is the most restrictive version; henceforth, I will
therefore assume that the accessible domain is deﬁned by PIC3 , the Phrase
Impenetrability Condition.

4

Binding as Feature Checking

4.1

Introduction

Against this background, the question arises of whether it is possible to capture an a priori non-local phenomenon like binding in such a theory at all.
There are two reasons why binding seems to pose a problem for a local derivational approach. First, binding is obviously not a strictly local phenomenon,
as the following well-known examples show, which illustrate pronominal binding in English and long distance binding in Icelandic, respectively.12
(23)

John1 knows that Mary told Sally that Max hit him1 .

12

In fact, even if we consider a relatively local binding relation as in John1 hates himself1 ,
the anaphor in the object position is no longer accessible when the subject enters the
derivation; cf. the illustration in (i), repeated from section 2
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(24)

Jón1 segir að Pétur raki
sig1 /hann1 /*sjálfan sig1 .
John says that Peter shavesub SE/him/himself
‘John1 says that Peter would shave him1 .’

Moreover, the locality degree of the binding relation determines the shape of
the bound element, which might surface as SE anaphor, as SELF anaphor, or
as pronoun. This is exempliﬁed by the following German sentences (repeated
from chapter 2), where the bound element becomes less anaphoric the less
local the binding relation gets.
(25)

German:
a.

Max1 hasst sich selbst1 /sich1 /*ihn1 .
Max hates himself/SE/him
‘Max1 hates himself1 .’
Max1 hört sich selbst1 /sich1 /*ihn1 singen.
sing
Max hears himself/SE/him
‘Max1 hears himself1 sing.’
Max1 schaut hinter sich1 /??sich selbst1 /*ihn1 .
Max glanced behind SE/himself/him
‘Max1 glanced behind him1 /himself1 .’
Max1 weiß, dass Maria ihn1 /*sich1 /*sich selbst1 mag.
Max knows that Mary him/SE/himself
likes
‘Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 .’

b.

c.

d.

What these examples show is that the solution to the locality problem cannot
just be to split up the non-local relation into several local ones, as it is done,
for example, in the case of wh-movement. With respect to binding, something
(i)

x no longer accessible:
vP
v′

subj.
v

VP
V
x
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more needs to be said.

4.2

Phrase Balance and Feature Checking

Generally, it can be concluded that in order to evaluate a binding relation, it
is necessary that all information concerning this relation is accessible at the
same time at some point in the derivation. In short, it is necessary that there
is a point in the derivation when both the bound element and its antecedent
are accessible. Since the bound element is merged into the derivation ﬁrst,
such a conﬁguration can only arise after the binder has also entered the
derivation. However, as this might happen at a stage when the base position
of the bound element is no longer accessible (independent of the PIC version
we choose, as the previous section showed), it seems to be necessary that
the bound element is “dragged along” until it reaches a position which is
still accessible when the binder comes in. Thus, the question arises of what
triggers movement of the bound element?
In general, movement can be characterized as follows. The ultimate goal
of all movement operations is feature checking; thus we are led to conclude
that bound elements bear particular features which have to be checked in
the course of the derivation. As far as the target of movement is concerned,
it is always a position which stands in a very local relation to the element
bearing the attracting features, and it is this local relation which licenses
feature checking. Regarding the case of binding, we have said that the bound
element must move to a position which is still accessible when its antecedent
is merged into the derivation. When this happens, we reach a stage in the
derivation where the binding relation can be evaluated, which means that
afterwards the bound element no longer needs to be moved along (unless
it serves as a goal for some higher probe). The position the bound element
will have reached at this point can be precisely speciﬁed: Assuming that
the accessible domain is restricted by the Phrase Impenetrability Condition
(PIC3 ) (cf. the conclusions drawn in the previous section), its target position
must be one speciﬁer position below its antecedent – for example, if the
binder is a subject, which is merged in Specv, the bound element must be
raised at least to SpecV in order to be accessible at the same time.
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This means that the relation between the bound element and its antecedent is very similar to that of other probes and goals: goals are generally
attracted to a position suﬃciently close to the probe for feature checking,
and unless the goal bears further features that are attracted by some other
higher probe, it stops moving at this point. Let us brieﬂy consider what
“suﬃciently close for feature checking” actually means. Following Chomsky
(1995), the standard situation looks as follows. The probe is a head and
the goal is an XP which is attracted to the probe’s speciﬁer position such
that feature checking takes place in a spec-head relation (cf., for example,
feature checking involving wh-features, EPP features, Case features, scrambling features etc.).13 But does this mean that spec-head relations are the
only conﬁgurations under which feature checking can take place? Against the
background of the Phrase Impenetrability Condition (PIC3 ), which imposes
severe locality restrictions on all operations, it seems redundant to introduce
a further locality constraint and assume that feature checking is restricted
to spec-head relations; instead, it is more attractive to subsume the locality
conditions for feature checking under the PIC3 . As a consequence, not only
the speciﬁer of the probe serves as potential target for attracted XPs, but
also the speciﬁer of the next lower maximal projection.14 Moreover (and more
importantly), if feature checking is not dependent on a spec-head relation, in
principle nothing prevents the probe from being a maximal projection; i.e.,
feature checking needs no longer involve heads.15,16
13

In contrast, Chomsky (2000, 2001b) assumes that movement of the goal to the probe’s
specifier position is not necessary unless EPP features are involved; the relation Agree
(under which feature checking takes place in this approach) does not presuppose a spechead relation. Similarly to the assumptions developed here it is sufficient that probe and
goal are in a c-command relation which is “local enough”, the latter being restricted by
the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC2 ) and the MLC.
14
Cf. also Heck (2004) as regards the assumption that feature checking only requires
some “sufficiently local” configuration.
15
In principle, it would be possible to assume an even more local configuration for feature
checking involving two XPs: a spec-spec relation between multiple specifiers of the same
maximal projection. But as outlined above, from a conceptual point of view it seems to be
more reasonable to link feature checking to the PIC3 , under which the next lower specifier
position is local enough.
16
I adopt Sternefeld’s (2004) notation according to which features on probes are starred.
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(26)

Feature Checking:
The pair of features [∗F∗]/[F] stands in a feature checking relation
iﬀ
(i) the element bearing the feature [∗F∗] (= probe) c-commands the
element bearing the feature [F] (= goal) and
(ii) both probe and goal are accessible.

(27)

Possible configuration in which feature checking can take place:
[ ZP WP[∗F ∗] Z [ YP XP[F ] Y]]

Against this background it seems to be a natural assumption that binding can
be encoded as feature checking, with the antecedent as probe and the bound
element as goal.17 Let us therefore assume that items that function as bound
elements in a derivation bear a feature [β], and their designated antecedents
are equipped with a corresponding feature [∗β∗]. Because of the PIC3 the
element bearing the [β]-feature will be forced to move successive-cyclically
via all intermediate speciﬁer positions to its checking position, which is the
ﬁrst speciﬁer position below the element bearing the [∗β∗]-feature. Following
Müller (2004b), I assume that the intermediate movement steps are triggered
by the constraint Phrase Balance.18
(28)

Phrase Balance (PB):
Every XP has to be balanced: For every feature [∗F∗] in the numeration there must be a potentially available feature [F] at the XP level.
(cf. Müller (2004b:297))

17

Note in particular that the c-command requirement of binding is thus encoded in the
more general definition of Feature Checking; cf. (26).
18
Since the underlying idea is to restrict look-ahead to the numeration (which does not
divulge syntactic structure), the concept of subarrays (LAi ) is abandoned.
Note furthermore that Phrase Balance refers to completed XPs. This means that it
applies at the point when there is no further material left in the numeration that is merged
into XP. Hence, even if a head is merged with its complement and the result is considered
to be a maximal projection at this stage, Phrase Balance does not yet apply if there is a
specifier left in the numeration.
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(29)

Potential availability:
A feature [F] is potentially available if (i) or (ii) holds:
(i) [F] is on X or edgeX of the present root of the derivation.
(ii) [F] is in the workspace of the derivation.
(cf. Müller
(2004b:298))

(30)

The workspace of a derivation D comprises the numeration N and
material in the trees that have been created earlier (with material
from N) and have not yet been used in D. (cf. Müller (2004b:298))

The following abstract derivation serves as an illustration. Phrase Balance
forces the bound element to move to SpecU (cf. (31-b)) and SpecY (cf. (31-c)),
which turns out to be a position in which the element can enter into a checking
relation with the binder, because SpecY is still accessible when the binder is
merged into the derivation (cf. (31-d)).
(31)

a.
b.
c.
d.

workspace: {U, x[β] (=bound element), Y, Z, binder[∗β∗] }
[ UP x[β] U tx ]; workspace: {Y, Z, binder[∗β∗] }
[ YP x[β] Y [ UP tx ′ U tx ]]; workspace: {Z, binder[∗β∗] }
[ ZP binder[∗β∗] Z [ YP x[β] Y [ UP tx ′ U tx ]]]

In short, Phrase Balance triggers movement of x[β] to the edge of the current
phrase as long as its antecedent (with the feature [∗β∗]) is still in the numeration and thus makes sure that x[β] remains accessible. This is illustrated in
the following trees. Since Phrase Balance forces x[β] to move to the edge of
VP in (32), x[β] is still in the accessible domain at the next derivational stage
(cf. (33) and (34)). When vP is built, it depends on the probe as to whether
x[β] moves on or not: If the probe is merged into the derivation (as in (33)),
x[β] stays in its position and feature checking takes place; if the probe remains
in the numeration (as in (34)), Phrase Balance triggers again movement of
x[β] to the edge of vP.
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(32)

Phrase Balance:
VP
V′

x[β]
V

tx

Num={subj.[∗β∗] , . . . }
(33)

[β]-feature checking:
vP
v′

subj.[∗β∗]
v

VP
V′

x[β]
V

tx
Num={. . . }
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(34)

Phrase Balance:
vP
v′

x[β]

v′

subj.
v

VP
t′ x

V′
V
tx

Num={subj.[∗β∗] , . . . }

In the next section I will address the question of how a concrete implementation of such a binding theory might look like.

5
5.1

Optimal Binding in a Derivational Approach
An Outline

In the previous section, it has been explained how x gets into the accessible
domain; in this section, the issue will be addressed of how the concrete form
of x is determined.
As argued in chapter 2, there are good reasons to assume that the concrete realization of bound elements is determined in an optimality-theoretic
competition. I will therefore investigate how the approach outlined there can
be integrated into a strictly local derivational theory.
The underlying idea is that the numeration of a sentence in which a
binding relation is established does not contain the concrete lexical item
which will later function as bound element; instead, it is only encoded that
there will be a binding relation between a designated antecedent (identiﬁable
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by the [∗β∗]-feature) and a bindee x bearing the corresponding [β]-feature.19
However, even if we do not know the concrete form of x at this stage, we
know its possible realizations: Depending on the locality degree of the binding
relation, x will be realized as SELF anaphor, as SE anaphor, or as a pronoun.
Hence, I propose that in the beginning, x is equipped with a realization
matrix, i.e., a list which contains all possible realizations of x. I will refer
to it with the following notation: [SELF, SE, pron].20 In the course of the
derivation, x’s concrete realization will then be determined as follows.
First of all recall that a basic insight in chapter 2 was that binding is sensitive to domains of diﬀerent size (cf. also, among others, Manzini & Wexler
(1987), Dalrymple (1993)). In essence, the following generalization holds: The
smaller the domain is in which binding takes place, the more likely it is that
the bound element is realized as an anaphor, or, to put it diﬀerently, the
more anaphoric x is.21
Let us now come back to the strictly local derivational approach. In which
domain x will eventually be bound can in principle only be inferred when the
binder is merged into the derivation and the checking relation is established.
However, even if we do not know in the course of the derivation in which
domain x will eventually be bound, we do know earlier in which domains x
is not bound. Hence, if a domain relevant for binding is reached in the course
of the derivation and x is still free, we can conclude that it becomes more
and more unlikely that x will be realized as an anaphor. On the assumption
that in the beginning x is equipped with the complete realization matrix, this
observation has the following consequence: Each time when x reaches one of
these domains to which binding is sensitive and x remains unbound, its realization matrix might be reduced insofar as the most anaphoric speciﬁcation
is deleted and henceforth no longer available. Whether deletion takes place or
not hinges on the respective domain and the language under consideration.
Note that due to the introduction of realization matrices, the Inclusiveness
19

Regarding unbound pronouns and inherently reflexive predicates, some slight modifications will be in order; I will come back to these issues in section 5.11 and 5.12
20
Copies of R-expressions and ∅ might also be included; cf. section 5.10 and 5.11
21
The following hierarchy illustrates how anaphoricity decreases, with A > B indicating
that A is more anaphoric than B: SELF anaphor > SE anaphor > pronoun > R-expression
(cf. also chapter 2).
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Condition can thus be respected, which requires that “no new objects are
added in the course of the computation” (Chomsky (1995:228)). Although
the concrete form of x is determined in the course of the derivation, all possible realizations underly the derivation, and those which must be excluded
are gradually deleted.
As alluded to before, x ﬁnally stops moving when it can establish a checking relation with its antecedent. Again, the realization matrix is optimized
(which means that certain speciﬁcations might be deleted), and the result
is mapped to PF.22 Before Late Insertion takes place (cf. Halle & Marantz
(1993) and subsequent work on Distributed Morphology), the concrete realization of x can ﬁnally be determined, which must match one of the remaining
forms in the realization matrix. If there is only one element left in the matrix,
the choice is clear, otherwise the remaining form that is most anaphoric is
selected.
Once the realization of x is known, the whole chain it heads can be aligned
and x can then be spelled out in the appropriate position. This constitutes
a minimal violation of the Phrase Impenetrability Condition and the Strict
Cycle Condition,23 but apparently this is what we have to accept if we want
to integrate such a non-local phenomenon as binding into a local derivational
approach.
Note, however, that this violation of the locality requirements is restricted
to PF and does not occur in narrow syntax. Moreover, it is clear that this
step is and must not be abused to carry arbitrary information back to those
parts of the structure that are no longer in the accessible domain, or to
use this information to change parts of the derivation in a way that could
not be foreseen at the point when that part was being built, and thereby
undermine the derivational approach as such. Instead, this kind of reference
to earlier parts of the derivation is strictly restricted to items that have some
connection to the current stage of the derivation via chain formation, and the
22

As will become clearer in the subsequent sections, once x is bound, the matrix will
not change anymore. (This follows from the formulation of the constraints.) Hence, it can
immediately be mapped to PF.
23
Strict Cycle Condition (SCC):
Within the current XP α, a syntactic operation may not target a position that is included
within another XP β that is dominated by α.
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only thing that happens is that the lower chain members are speciﬁed more
precisely in accordance with the predispositions they already had before.
Thus, chains are like wormholes in physics – they are “hypothetical
“tube[s]” [. . . ] connecting widely separated positions”, “allowing an object
that passes through it to appear instantaneously in some other part of the
Universe – not just in a diﬀerent place, but also in a diﬀerent time”, so to
speak.24 As a result, through this tube lower chain members can be aligned
with their head, but other parts of the already built structure are not aﬀected
at all.

5.2

Domains, Constraints, and Candidates

Let us now turn to the technical implementation of the analysis. In chapter
2, six diﬀerent domains have been distinguished which were shown to be
relevant for binding: the θ-domain, the Case domain, the subject domain, the
ﬁnite domain, the indicative domain, and the root domain.25 Two remarks
concerning these domains are in order. First, the deﬁnitions of the domains
have to be slightly modiﬁed, since we have to take into account that the
analysis in chapter 2 was a global one, and hence the domain deﬁnitions
need to be adjusted to the derivational model.
Second, note that according to the considerations in the previous section,
it is no longer relevant in which domain binding takes place, instead, we are
now interested in the last domain in which x is not yet bound. The consequences are twofold. On the one hand, we can dispense with the notion of
root domain, because if the smallest domain in which binding takes place is
the root domain, it suﬃces to know that x is not yet bound in the indicative domain, the next smaller domain; that x will be eventually bound can
then be inferred from the unchecked [β]-feature on x and the [∗β∗]-feature
in the numeration. On the other hand, for the case that the binding relation is established in the smallest domain from chapter 2, the θ-domain, we
24

These are quotations from http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/physics/Wormhole.html
and http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Museum/Space/FAQ/universe/e_faq_universe_1.htm
(November 23, 2003).
25
Recall that this order reflects their increasing size.
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have to introduce a new constraint that refers to the situation before the θdomain is reached, because languages also diﬀer with respect to their binding
possibilities in this small domain.
Let me now introduce the relevant deﬁnitions, before we can then turn
to the analysis of concrete examples.26
(35)

XP is the θ-domain of x if it contains x and the head that θ-marks
x plus its external argument (if there is one).

(36)

XP is the Case domain of x if it contains x and the head that bears
the Case features against which x checks Case.

(37)

XP is the subject domain of x if it contains x and either
(i) a subject distinct from x which does not contain x, or
(ii) the T with which x a checks its (Nominative) Case features.

(38)

XP is the finite domain of x if it contains x, a ﬁnite verb, and a
subject.

(39)

XP is the indicative domain of x if it contains x, an indicative verb,
and a subject.

The main diﬀerence between the old domain deﬁnitions and the ones introduced above is that we often ﬁnd the additional requirement that the domain
contain a subject. This is generally necessary in order to guarantee that the
respective domain is not VP, where verbs are usually base-generated, but vP,
where a potential binder can be merged into the derivation. Due to obligatory V-to-v movement, this was not necessary in a global approach, where
the verb could be considered in its landing site.27
26

Note that in section 5.12, the definitions of finite and indicative domain will have to
be slightly revised.
27
As an alternative, one could try to define the domains via concrete categories (for
example, vP= finite domain). However, this does not really simplify things, because there
are on the one hand XPs that correspond to different domains (vP can qualify as all
kinds of domains), and on the other hand the θ-domain, for example, can be a vP in one
sentence and a PP in another one. Hence, at least further specifications such as vP[f inite] =
finite domain would be needed, and it is unclear to me how a categorial definition of the
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Moreover, it does no longer make sense to refer to the smallest XP with a
particular property; after all we cannot know at a given stage in the derivation
whether an XP in the inaccessible domain has before qualiﬁed as one of
the relevant domains. As a consequence, there are no longer unambiguously
deﬁned sets of nodes that constitute the diﬀerent domains; instead, it is
possible that several XPs in the derivation qualify, for instance, as θ-domain,
the only requirement being that the accessible domain contains at the same
time x, its θ-marker and the corresponding external argument. However, the
underlying idea that the domains are ordered in a subset relation can still be
maintained if it is understood in such a way that for two domains D1 and D2
the relation D1 ⊆ D2 holds iﬀ the smallest XP that qualiﬁes as D2 contains
the smallest YP that qualiﬁes as D1 .
Let us now take a closer look at the optimization procedure. The theory I
propose relies on serial optimization, which means that optimization applies
more than once (cf. Müller (2003)); and since we adopt the Phrase Impenetrability Condition, it is almost self-evident that optimization takes place after
the completion of each phrase (in the sense alluded to before in footnote 18).
The optimal output of each competition (plus additional material from the
remaining numeration) serves as input for the next optimization process (cf.
Heck & Müller (2000) and subsequent work on derivational OT syntax and
recall also the analysis proposed in chapter 3, section ??). As far as the initial
input is concerned, it basically consists of the numeration, which contains in
particular the designated binder with the [∗β∗]-feature and the bound element x, which bears the feature [β] and has the realization matrix [SELF,
SE, pron]. Let us now focus on the latter. In the beginning, we start with the
maximal realization matrix. Assume then that when the ﬁrst optimization
takes place, we have the option to reduce the matrix by deleting one or two of
the most anaphoric elements such that we get the following three candidates:
O1 : . . . x[SELF,SE,pron]. . . ; O2 : . . . x[SE,pron]. . . ; O3 : . . . x[pron] . . . . If O2 wins the
competition, only x[SE,pron] and x[pron] compete when the next optimization
takes place, since the realization matrix cannot be extended in the course
of the derivation (otherwise it would violate the Inclusiveness Condition); it
can only be further reduced.
θ-domain would have to look like.
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As far as the constraints are concerned, the reﬂexivity constraints from
chapter 2 are now replaced with a universal constraint subhierarchy that
does not punish binding of non-maximally anaphoric elements in a given
domain; instead, as argued above, the new constraints require x to be minimally anaphoric if binding has not yet taken place. To put it another way,
anaphors are punished if they occur unbound in a more or less local domain
– and this sounds rather familiar, because it is very similar to the traditional
Principle A, which requires that anaphors be locally bound. Hence, the new
constraints that replace the reﬂexivity constraints from chapter 2 (which
could be regarded as a version of Principle B) can be considered to be a
version of Principle A. Thus, they will be called Principle A-constraints.
They have the form outlined in (40), with XD ∈ {θ-domain, Case domain, subject domain, ﬁnite domain, indicative domain}, and are universally
ordered in such a way that constraints referring to bigger domains outrank
those referring to smaller ones.
(40)

Principle AXD (Pr.AXD ):
If x[β] remains unchecked in its XD, x must be minimally anaphoric.

These constraints work as follows: If the derivation reaches one of the relevant domains and no binding relation is established, i.e., if one can infer
from the material in the accessible domain that this is the case, they apply
non-vacuously and are violated twice by the candidate with the realization
matrix [SELF, SE, pron] and once by O2 , with the matrix [SE, pron]. Hence,
the eﬀect of these constraints is that they reduce anaphoric realization possibilities.
As it stands, (40) does not yet suﬃce to account for languages that have
diﬀerent binding options if binding takes place within the θ-domain, the
smallest domain relevant for binding (cf. the remark at the beginning of
this section). In order to distinguish between those languages, we need a
constraint that applies before the θ-domain is reached; thus, the Principle
A-constraint subhierarchy is extended by the following constraint, which applies non-vacuously in all optimization processes as long as x remains unbound since it refers to maximal projections in general. Hence, it can already
apply before the θ-domain is reached and punish unbound anaphors even in
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such a local domain; informally spoken, it can thus be characterized as an
extremely local Principle A-constraint.28
(41)

Principle AXP (Pr.AXP ):
If x[β] remains unchecked in XP, x must be minimally anaphoric.

As far as the ranking of the Principle A-constraints is concerned, (41)
is outranked by the rest of the subhierarchy because it refers to the most
local domain. The complete universal hierarchy is given in (42), with those
constraints referring to bigger domains dominating the constraints referring
to smaller domains.29 This reﬂects that it is worse if anaphoric x reaches a
relatively big domain and is still free.
(42)

Universal subhierarchy 1:
Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD ≫ Pr.ACD ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP

There are two cases in which the Principle A-constraints apply vacuously
– either if the binder is merged into the accessible domain and x[β] is checked,
or if the accessible domain does not contain any material that corresponds
to one of the relevant domains.
In these cases, a second group of constraints decides the competition
(cf. (43)). They also form a universal constraint subhierarchy, which is the
counterpart of the *SELF-hierarchy from chapter 2. They punish candidates involving a realization matrix for x that does not contain a particular
speciﬁcation. However, while the *SELF-hierarchy preferred non-maximally
anaphoric elements, the new constraints are ordererd in such a way that
they basically favour anaphoric speciﬁcations. This is achieved by the ranking in (44), since it favours realization matrices that have not been reduced.30
28

Note in particular that if the generic label Principle AXD is used, it henceforth also
subsumes Principle AXP .
29
As mentioned before, the domain definitions are no longer unique in a derivational
approach in the sense that an unambiguously specified set of nodes constitutes a particular
domain of x in a given sentence; this is in particular true for the domain referred to in
(41). The notions “bigger/smaller domains” are therefore to be understood in such a way
that a domain X is smaller than a domain Y if the derivation first reaches a maximal
projection that qualifies as X before a maximal projection is reached that qualifies as Y.
30
Maximal realization matrices do not violate any of the Faith-constraints, but the
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Thus, these constraints function as a counterbalance to the Principle Aconstraints.
(43)

a.
b.
c.

(44)

FaithSELF (FSELF ):
The realization matrix for x must contain [SELF].
FaithSE (FSE ):
The realization matrix for x must contain [SE].
Faithpron (Fpron ):
The realization matrix for x must contain [pron].

Universal subhierarchy 2:
Faithpron ≫ FaithSE ≫ FaithSELF

None of the constraints introduced so far says anything about the concrete
realization of x; they only help to determine an optimal realization matrix.
Hence, we need an additional rule which applies at PF and determines the
ﬁnal form on the basis of the optimal matrix. Assume that this task is fulﬁlled
by the following principle.
(45)

Maximally Anaphoric Binding (MAB):
Checked x[β] must be realized maximally anaphorically.

So let us now apply the theory outlined above and turn to some concrete
examples.

5.3

Derivational Binding in German

In this and the following three sections, I provide analyses of the German,
English, Dutch, and Italian binding data introduced in chapter 2 to illustrate
how the theory works in detail. Let us ﬁrst turn to the German sentences in
(46), repeated from (25). As we saw in chapter 2, these four sentences involve
binding relations of diﬀerent locality degree. In (46-a), the binding relation is
already established when the smallest XP that qualiﬁes as θ-domain (i.e., the
minimal θ-domain) is reached, namely vP. In (46-b), the antecedent is not
more specifications are deleted, the more (higher-ranked) Faith-constraints are violated.
(Recall that first the SELF specification and then the SE specification is deleted.)
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contained in the minimal θ-domain (= embedded vP); it enters the derivation
in the matrix vP, which qualiﬁes as Case domain. In (46-c), the minimal θand Case domain coincide (= PP), but the binder is not part of it; the
binding relation is only established when the minimal subject domain (=
vP) is reached. Finally, in (46-d), where the embedded vP corresponds to the
minimal θ-, Case, subject, ﬁnite, and indicative domain, the binding relation
is least local, since the binder only enters the derivation in the matrix vP.
(46)

German:
a.

b.

c.

d.

Max1 hasst sich selbst1 /sich1 /*ihn1 .
Max hates himself/SE/him
‘Max1 hates himself1 .’
Max1 hört sich selbst1 /sich1 /*ihn1 singen.
Max hears himself/SE/him
sing
‘Max1 hears himself1 sing.’
Max1 schaut hinter sich1 /??sich selbst1 /*ihn1 .
Max glanced behind SE/himself/him
‘Max1 glanced behind him1 /himself1 .’
Max1 weiß, dass Maria ihn1 /*sich1 /*sich selbst1 mag.
Max knows that Mary him/SE/himself
likes
‘Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 .’

Let us now consider the derivation of each of these sentences, starting with
(46-a) (repeated in (47)).
First, the verb and its direct object, x[β] , merge (cf. (47-a)) and form VP.
However, this phrase is not yet balanced, because there is a starred feature in
the remaining numeration, namely [∗β∗], for which there is no corresponding
feature [β] potentially available (cf. (29)). The only feature that could satisfy
this requirement is the [β]-feature on x, but x is neither in V nor in edgeV nor
in the workspace of the derivation. Hence, Phrase Balance (cf. (28)) triggers
movement of x to the edge of VP. This is indicated in (47-b).
(47)

Max1 hasst sich selbst1 /sich1 /*ihn1 .
a.
b.

[ VP x[β] hasst]; workspace: {Max[∗β∗] , . . . }
[ VP x[β] [ V′ tx hasst]]
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At this stage, the ﬁrst optimization takes place (cf. T1 ).31 Since x[β] is still
unchecked and a maximal projection is completed, Principle AXP applies
non-vacuously; further domains to which binding is sensitive have not yet
been reached.32 Moreover, the Faith-constraints are relevant in the ﬁrst
competition.
As far as the candidates are concerned, the question arises as to whether x
keeps the full realization matrix [SELF, SE, pron], with which it is equipped
in the beginning, or whether it is reduced to [SE, pron] or [pron].
As to the ranking of the constraints, the universal hierarchy Faithpron ≫
FaithSE ≫ FaithSELF must be respected; and since in the end both types
of anaphors must be optimal in German sentences of this kind, both O1 and
O2 must win this competition. This is achieved if FaithSELF and Principle
AXP are tied.33,34
T1 : VP optimization
(XP reached - x[β] unchecked)
Input: [VP x[β]/[SELF,SE,pron] [V′ tx hasst]] Fpron FSE FSELF | Pr.AXP
⇒ O1 : [VP x[β]/[SELF,SE,pron] [V′ tx hasst]]
⇒ O2 : [VP x[β]/[SE,pron] [V′ tx hasst]]
O3 : [VP x[β]/[pron] [V′ tx hasst]]

|

∗!

∗(!)
∗

|

∗∗(!)
∗

|

T1 yields two optimal outputs; this means that there are two possibilities as to
how the derivation can proceed (= two optimal derivations). However, since
they only diﬀer with respect to the realization matrix of x, the continuation
31

In the subsequent analyses I ignore the maximal projection(s) that makes up x itself, because at this early stage nothing of interest happens. Moreover, the candidates
will be abbreviated and only the different realization matrices will be represented in the
subsequent tableaux.
32
Those Principle A-constraints that apply vacuously are generally neglected in the
tableaux.
33
Again, all ties in this analysis are global ties.
34
Strictly speaking, it cannot yet be excluded that the crucial ranking is FaithSELF
≫ Principle AXP ; in this case only O1 would win, which still comprises all possible
realizations. However, it would also turn out to be the only optimal candidate in the next
optimization, in which case MAB would wrongly predict that only the complex anaphor
is licit in sentences like these.
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of both variants basically looks as follows.
(48)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ V′ tx thasst ]] hasst]

At this stage, the θ-domain of x is reached, but since at the same time x’s
binder enters the derivation, all Principle A-constraints apply vacuously
when vP is optimized. This optimization is illustrated in T1.1 with O1 from
T1 as input (notation in the tableaux: O1 /T1 ), and in T1.2 with O2 from T1
as input.35
Hence, T1.1 involves again three candidates, whereas in T1.2 , only two
candidates compete. In T1.1 , the [SELF, SE, pron] candidate wins; in T1.2 ,
this matrix is no longer available and the matrix [SE, pron] is predicted to
be optimal.
T1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O1 /T1
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

∗!

∗!
∗

T1.2 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O2 /T1
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

Moreover, now that x[β] has been checked, MAB can determine the concrete
realization of x. According to the derivation in which O11 =[SELF, SE, pron]
is optimal, MAB selects the complex anaphor; in the derivation where [SE,
pron] is optimal (cf. O21 ), the SE anaphor is chosen as realization of x. Hence,
35

The derivational history of the candidates is reflected by their indices. Thus a candidate
Oxy is the y-th candidate in the second optimization process based on the winner Ox from
the first competition; Oxyz would then be the z-th candidate in the third competition
based on the previous winner Oxy , and so on.
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the analysis makes correct predictions.
Let us now consider the derivation of sentence (46-b), which is repeated
in (49). (49-a) represents the derivation when the ﬁrst phrase is completed
and the ﬁrst optimization takes place.
(49)

Max1 hört sich selbst1 /sich1 /*ihn1 singen.
a.

[ vP x[β] singen]

At this stage, the θ-domain of x is reached, and since x remains unchecked,
both Principle AXP and Principle AT hD apply non-vacuously. As in
T1 , both O1 and O2 should turn out to be optimal, because both types of
anaphors are licit in sentences like these. Hence, Principle AT hD cannot
be ranked above FaithSELF ; but since the latter is tied with Principle
AXP (cf. T1 ) and Principle AT hD must be universally higher ranked than
Principle AXP , it must be assumed that Principle AT hD and FaithSELF
are also tied.36 Thus, we get the following partial ranking for German:
(50)

Faithpron ≫ FaithSE ≫ (Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP ) ◦ FaithSELF

T2 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
∗∗(!)
∗

∗!

|
|
|

|

∗(!)
∗

|

∗∗
∗

|

36

Recall from chapter 2, section ?? that I assume that ties are not transitive (cf. Fischer
(2001)). The brackets in the ranking in (50) indicate that although both Principle Aconstraints are tied with FaithSELF , the dominance relation between them is not given
up. Thus, (50) is an abbreviation for the following three constraint orders:
(i) Faithpron ≫ FaithSE ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP ≫ FaithSELF (→ winner in T2 : O2 )
(ii) Faithpron ≫ FaithSE ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ FaithSELF ≫ Pr.AXP
(→ winner in T2 :
O2 )
(iii) Faithpron ≫ FaithSE ≫ FaithSELF ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP (→ winner in T2 :
O1 )
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Since we have again two optimal outputs, there are two competitions when
the next phrase is completed.37
(51)

b.

[ VP x[β] [ vP tx singen] hört]

At this point, no new domain is reached, but note that unlike in the global
approach in chapter 2, this maximal projection still counts as θ-domain since
all deﬁning criteria are met. Thus, the same constraints as in T2 remain
relevant. As a result, we get the realization matrices [SELF, SE, pron] and
[SE, pron] as optimal output candidates in T2.1 , and [SE, pron] in T2.2 .
T2.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T2
Fpron

FSE

⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
∗∗(!)
∗

∗!

|

|

∗(!)
∗

|
|

|

∗∗
∗

|

T2.2 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T2
Fpron FSE Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

∗
∗!

|
|

∗
∗

|

∗

|

In the next phrase, the binder is merged into the derivation; hence, the Principle A-constraints apply vacuously and again the matrices [SELF, SE,
pron] and [SE, pron] win (cf. T2.1.1 /T2.1.2/2.2.1 ). As a result, MAB determines
that x is realized as SELF anaphor if the optimal candidate is O111 and as
SE anaphor otherwise (cf. O121/211 ). This prediction is again correct.
(52)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ vP tx singen] thört ] hört]

37

Recall that Phrase Balance generally triggers movement of x[β] to the edge until its
binder is merged into the derivation.
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T2.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O11 /T2.1
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O111 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O112 : [SE, pron]
O113 : [pron]

∗!
∗

∗!

T2.1.2/2.2.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O12 /T2.1 or O21 /T2.2 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O121 /O211 : [SE, pron]
O122 /O212 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

As far as example (46-c) is concerned (repeated in (53)), the ﬁrst optimization
step is illustrated in T3 .
(53)

Max1 schaut hinter sich1 /*sich selbst1 /*ihn1 .
a.

[ PP x[β] hinter tx ]

In sentences like these, where binding takes place in the subject domain, only
the SE anaphor is licit in German. As the following tableaux show, this is
captured if Principle ACD is ranked below FaithSE and above FaithSELF .
Due to the fact that the Principle A-constraints are gradient, O2 wins in
the ﬁrst competition, and since [SE, pron] remains optimal in the subsequent
optimizations, MAB ﬁnally selects the SE anaphor as optimal realization for
x.
T3 : PP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

∗∗!
∗
∗!

∗∗
∗

|
|
|
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|

∗
∗

|
|

∗∗
∗

(54)

b.

[ VP x[β] [ PP tx hinter tx ] schaut]

T3.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T3
Fpron FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]
(55)

c.

∗

∗

∗!

|
|

∗
∗

|

∗

|

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ PP tx ′ hinter tx ] tschaut ] schaut]

T3.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O21 /T3.1 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O211 : [SE, pron]
O212 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

The analysis of example (46-d) (repeated in (56)) is illustrated in the tableaux
T4 -T4.2 .
(56)

Max1 weiß, dass Maria ihn1 /*sich1 /*sich selbst1 mag.
a.

[ VP x[β] [ V′ tx mag]]

When the ﬁrst optimization procedure takes place, only Principle AXP
and the Faith-constraints apply non-vacuously; and since the former is tied
with FaithSELF , both O1 and O2 turn out to be optimal in this competition
(cf. T4 ).
T4 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

FSE

FSELF | Pr.AXP
|

∗!
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∗(!)
∗

|
|

∗∗(!)
∗

The next phrase that is completed is vP. x[β] is still free, but since a subject
(Maria) enters the derivation, the deﬁning criteria for all domains (θ-, Case,
subject, ﬁnite and indicative domain) are met at this stage, and therefore all
Principle A constraints apply non-vacuously.
On the assumption that Principle AID , Principle AF D , and Principle ASD (in a word, Principle AID/F D/SD ) are ranked above FaithSE ,
only the candidates with the maximally reduced matrix [pron] win in T4.1
and T4.2 .38
(57)

b.

[ vP x[β] Maria [ VP tx ′ [ V′ tx tmag ]] mag]

T4.1 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T4 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O11 : [S, S, pr]
O12 : [SE, pr]
⇒ O13 : [pron]

∗!∗
∗!

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

∗

|
|
|

|

∗
∗

|

∗∗
∗

|

T4.2 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T4 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O21 : [S, pr]
⇒ O22 : [pron]

∗!

∗
∗

∗

|
|

∗
∗

|
|

As a result, x will have to be realized as a pronoun in the end – since the
realization matrix cannot be further reduced, [pron] remains optimal in the
following optimizations until x[β] is checked, and the pronominal form must
be selected.
38

For reasons of space, the candidates are abbreviated in some of the subsequent
tableaux, and Pr.AID , Pr.AF D , and Pr.ASD are represented in one column since they
behave alike in these examples and are adjacent on the constraint hierarchy.
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5.4

Derivational Binding in English

Let us now turn to English. One particularity we ﬁnd in English is that English does not have simple anaphors. As a consequence, we can ﬁnd examples
in which both the complex anaphor and the pronoun are licit, as (58-a) shows;
this particular type of optionality cannot be found in languages that exhibit
a three-way contrast, like German, Dutch, or Italian, where optionality can
only arise between SELF and SE anaphors, or SE anaphors and pronouns
((58-b), (58-c), and (58-d) serve as an illustration; cf. also section 5.3, 5.5,
and 5.6, respectively).
(58)

a.
b.

c.

d.

Max1 glanced behind himself1 /him1 .
Max1 hasst sich selbst1 /sich1 /*ihn1 .
Max hates himself/SE/him
‘Max1 hates himself1 .’
Max1 hoorde zichzelf1 /zich1 /*hem1 zingen.
Max heard himself/SE/him
sing
‘Max1 heard himself1 sing.’
Max1 ha dato un’occhiata dietro di sé1 /*dietro
Max has given a glance
behind SE/behind
se stesso1 /?dietro di lui1 .
himself/behind
him
‘Max1 glanced behind him1 /himself1 .’

This restriction is in fact predicted by the present theory, because according to this system only two ‘adjacent’ candidates can win at the same time.
This can be derived as follows: In a single optimization process, only tied
constraints can yield two optional candidates (identical constraint proﬁles
cannot arise). However, ties must always involve one Faith-constraint and
one Principle A-constraint, because within their group the constraints are
universally ordered in dominance relations. Furthermore, the gradience of
the Principle A-constraints has the eﬀect that the diﬀerence between nonadjacent candidates amounts to “two stars”, whereas adjacent candidates differ from each other only with respect to “one star”. As a result, depending
on whether FaithSE or FaithSELF is involved in the tie, only the matrix
pairs [SELF, SE, pron]/[SE, pron] or [SE, pron]/[pron] can win at the same
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time.39
T5.1 : Optionality – possibility 1
Candidates
FSE
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

FSELF | Pr.AXD
|

∗(!)
∗

∗!

|
|

T5.2 : Optionality – possibility 2
Candidates
FSE | Pr.AXD
O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
⇒ O3 : [pron]

|
|

∗(!)

∗∗!
∗(!)

|

∗∗(!)
∗

FSELF
∗
∗

What remains to be investigated is whether optionality between O1 and
O3 could arise as outcome of two diﬀerent continuations when [SELF, SE,
pron] and [SE, pron] have both been optimal earlier in the derivation (as in
T5.1 ). This presupposes that the derivation which is based on [SELF, SE,
pron] as input does not reduce the matrix any further until binding takes
place, whereas reduction would have to take place in the parallel derivation
based on the input [SE, pron]. However, this is not possible, because the two
derivations only diﬀer with respect to the input and the resulting candidates;
otherwise they are the same. Hence the following conclusion can be drawn: If
[SE, pron] is reduced to [pron] at some stage of the derivation, a Principle
A-constraint that is higher ranked than FaithSE must have applied nonvacuously. However, this means that this must also be true for the parallel
derivation originally based on the input [SELF, SE, pron], and hence the
matrix would have to be reduced here as well.
The question therefore arises as to how we can account for languages like
English. One possibility would be to assume that in this case the realization
matrix lacks the SE form from the beginning. However, if we assume that
the matrix does not yet contain the language-speciﬁc forms but rather some
39

Since Faithpron is not violated by either of the three candidates, it does not play a
role here.
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universal features that correspond to the SE, SELF, and pronominal form in
a more abstract sense, the realization matrices in English would contain a
SE form. If [SE, pron] is predicted to be optimal, we then have the following
situation: According to this speciﬁcation and MAB, the ideal realization form
would be a simple anaphor; however, since there is no lexical item in English
that ﬁts this description, the most anaphoric realization must be chosen
that is (i) available in English and (ii) compatible with the optimal matrix.
Hence, the pronominal form would have to be selected in English, because the
available forms comprise the SELF anaphor and the pronoun, but only the
latter is compatible with the matrix [SE, pron]. This means that MAB can
only select the most anaphoric form that is available in a language. Hence,
the selection procedure is reminiscent of principles like the Subset Principle
as we know it from Distributed Morphology.40
Consider now the following English examples. As to their binding behaviour, the ﬁrst sentence is again an example where binding takes place in
the minimal θ-domain; in (59-b), the antecedent enters the derivation when
the minimal Case domain is reached; in (59-c), the binding relation is established in the minimal subject domain, and in (59-d), the ﬁnite and indicative
domain have been reached when binding takes place.
(59)

English:
a.
b.
c.
d.

40

Max1
Max1
Max1
Max1

hates himself1 /*him1 .
heard himself1 /*him1 sing.
glanced behind himself1 /him1 .
knows that Mary likes him1 /*himself1 .

Subset Principle:

The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item is inserted into a morpheme in the terminal string if the item matches all or a subset of the grammatical features specified in
the terminal morpheme. Insertion does not take place if the Vocabulary item contains features not present in the morpheme. Where several Vocabulary items meet the conditions
for insertion, the item matching the greatest number of features specified in the terminal
morpheme must be chosen.
(Halle (2000:128))
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Starting with the ﬁrst sentence, the ﬁrst derivation step yields the structure
in (60-a).
(60)

Max1 hates himself1 /*him1 .
a.

[ VP x[β] hates tx ]

If it is assumed that, in contrast to German, FaithSELF is higher ranked
than Principle AXP , only O1 is optimal in the ﬁrst competition (cf. T6 ),
because apart from XP no other domain relevant for binding is reached at
this stage.
T6 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]
(61)

b.

FSE

∗!

FSELF
∗!
∗

Pr.AXP
∗∗
∗

[ vP Max[∗β∗] hates [ VP x[β] thates tx ]]

In the next phrase, x[β] is already bound, hence the Principle AXD constraints apply vacuously at this stage, and the matrix [SELF, SE, pron] remains optimal (cf. T6.1 ). Thus, MAB selects the complex anaphor as optimal
realization, which is the correct prediction.
T6.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O1 /T6
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

∗!

∗!
∗

In example (59-b) (repeated in (62)), XP and the θ-domain have been reached
when the ﬁrst optimization takes place.
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(62)

Max1 heard himself1 /*him1 sing.
a.

[ vP x[β] sing]

Hence, both Principle AXP and Principle AT hD apply non-vacuously
at this stage of the derivation; and since only the complex anaphor should
win the competition, both constraints must be ranked below the Faithconstraints, as T7 illustrates.
T7 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

∗!

FSELF
∗!
∗

Pr.AT hD

Pr.AXP

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

When VP is completed, x[β] is still free, and since its θ-role assigner is still
accessible, the accessible domain can still be classiﬁed as x[β] ’s θ-domain.
Hence, the same constraints apply as in the previous competition, and as a
result, the matrix [SELF, SE, pron] remains optimal (cf. T7.1 ).
(63)

b.

[ VP x[β] heard [ vP tx sing]]

T7.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T7
Fpron

FSE

⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

∗!

FSELF
∗!
∗

Pr.AT hD

Pr.AXP

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

In the next phrase, the binder enters the derivation, and thus only the Faithconstraints are relevant in the competition illustrated in T7.1.1 . Consequently,
the ﬁrst candidate wins again, and MAB correctly predicts the complex
anaphor to be the optimal realization.
(64)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] heard [ VP x[β] theard [ vP tx sing]]]
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T7.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O11 /T7.1
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O111 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O112 : [SE, pron]
O113 : [pron]

∗!
∗

∗!

Let us now turn to (59-c) (repeated in (65)), where optionality between the
complex anaphor and the pronominal form arises
(65)

Max1 glanced behind himself1 /him1 .
a.

[ PP x[β] behind tx ]

When the prepositional phrase is completed, XP, the θ-domain and the Case
domain are reached, because the accessible domain does not only contain
x’s θ-role assigner but also its Case marker (= P). Hence, Principle AXP ,
Principle AT hD , and Principle ACD apply non-vacuously; and if we assume that the latter is tied with FaithSELF , both O1 and O2 win at this
stage of the derivation (cf. T8 ) – and this is crucial in order to get the desired
optionality in the end.
T8 : PP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE Pr.ACD | FSELF Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

∗∗(!)
∗
∗!

|
|
|

∗(!)
∗

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

As a consequence, there are two competitions when the next optimization
takes place. At this stage, x[β] is still free and behind is still accessible, so
the same constraints are relevant as before. As a result, the ﬁrst two candidates win again in the competition based on the input [SELF, SE, pron] (cf.
T8.1 ), whereas in T8.2 , which represents the second competition, [SE, pron]
is predicted to be optimal.
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(66)

b.

[ VP x[β] glanced [ PP tx ′ behind tx ]]

T8.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T8
Fpron FSE Pr.ACD | FSELF Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

∗∗(!)
∗
∗!

|
|
|

∗(!)
∗

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

T8.2 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T8
Fpron FSE Pr.ACD | FSELF Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

∗
∗!

|
|

∗(!)
∗

∗

∗

In the next phrase, the binder is merged into the derivation, and so the Faithconstraints determine the outcome of the next optimization procedure. In the
competition based on the input [SELF, SE, pron] the maximally speciﬁed
realization matrix wins again, which means that MAB correctly predicts the
complex anaphor to be the optimal realization. In the competition based on
the input [SE, pron], a further reduction is also excluded, because this would
only be possible if another domain had been reached (– but in this case the
constraint would also have reduced the winner in T8.1.1 ). Hence, [SE, pron] is
the optimal candidate in T8.1.2/8.2.1 , and since English does not have a simple
anaphor, x is here correctly predicted to be realized pronominally.
(67)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] glanced [ VP x[β] tglanced [ PP tx ′ behind tx ]]

T8.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
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Input: O11 /T8.1

Fpron

FSE

FSELF

∗!

∗!
∗

⇒ O111 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O112 : [SE, pron]
O113 : [pron]

T8.1.2/8.2.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O12 /T8.1 or O21 /T8.2 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O121/211 : [SE, pron]
O122/212 : [pron]

∗!

∗
∗

Let us ﬁnally come to the analysis of sentence (59-d), repeated in (68). The
ﬁrst optimization procedure is illustrated in T9 : No other domain than XP
is reached and x[β] remains unbound, hence only the Faith-constraints and
Principle AXP apply non-vacuously, and as a result O1 is the winner of
the competition.
(68)

Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 /*himself1 .
a.

[ VP x[β] likes tx ]

T9 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

FSE

∗!

FSELF
∗!
∗

Pr.AXP
∗∗
∗

Before the next phrase, vP, is completed, a subject enters the derivation,
and since likes is also still accessible when optimization takes place, we can
conclude that we have reached the θ-domain, Case domain, subject domain,
ﬁnite domain, and the indicative domain at this stage.
(69)

b.

[ vP x[β] Mary likes [ VP tx ′ tlikes tx ]]
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In the analyses of the previous examples, we have already ﬁxed the order of
the ﬁrst three constraints, so we know that they cannot be ranked above the
Faith-constraints. However, if we want the pronoun to be optimal in the end,
[pron] must be the optimal realization matrix to which MAB applies.41 Thus
I assume that Principle ASD , Principle AF D , and Principle AID are
ranked above FaithSE .42 On this assumption, the reduced realization matrix
[pron] becomes optimal (cf. T9.1 ) – and since this matrix cannot be reduced
any further, [pron] also remains optimal in the following optimizations until
x[β] is checked. At this stage, MAB will ﬁnally select the pronoun as optimal
realization form, which is again the correct prediction.
T9.1 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T9 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE FSELF | Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
O11 : [S, S, pr]
O12 : [SE, pr]
⇒ O13 : [pron]

5.5

∗!∗
∗!

|

∗

∗
∗

|

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

|

Derivational Binding in Dutch

Consider now the Dutch data in (70). (In analogy to the previous sections,
they represent again examples with the following binding behaviour: (a) binding within the minimal θ-domain; (b) binding within the minimal Case domain; (c) binding within the minimal subject domain; (d) binding within the
minimal ﬁnite/indicative domain.)
(70)

Dutch:

41

As the previous example showed, the pronoun is also the optimal realization form if
[SE, pron] wins in the end. However, if binding is so non-local that it takes place even
outside the indicative domain, I assume that the pronominal realization is based on the
optimal matrix [pron].
42
At this point it might not yet be evident why all three constraints must be higher
ranked than FaithSE ; this issue will be addressed in more detail in section 5.8 and 5.9
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∗∗
∗

a.

b.

c.

d.

Max1 haat zichzelf1 /*zich1 /*hem1 .
Max hates himself/SE/him
‘Max1 hates himself1 .’
Max1 hoorde zichzelf1 /zich1 /*hem1 zingen.
Max heard himself/SE/him
sing
‘Max1 heard himself1 sing.’
Max1 keek achter *zichzelf1 /zich1 /hem1 .
Max looked after himself/SE/him
‘Max1 glanced behind him1 /himself1 .’
Max1 weet dat Mary *zichzelf1 /*zich1 /hem1 leuk vindt.
Max knows that Mary himself/SE/him
nice ﬁnds
‘Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 .’

As far as example (70-a) is concerned (repeated in (71)), it diﬀers from German insofar as it only allows the complex anaphor as bound element. This
is correctly predicted if Principle AXP is ranked below FaithSELF . On
this assumption, O1 is the sole winner of the ﬁrst competition (cf. T10 ), and
when the binder is merged into the derivation in the next phrase, [SELF,
SE, pron] is predicted to be the optimal realization matrix (cf. T10.1 ). Hence,
MAB ﬁnally selects the SELF anaphor as optimal realization.
(71)

Max1 haat zichzelf1 /*zich1 /*hem1 .
a.

[ VP x[β] tx haat]

T10 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]
(72)

b.

FSE

∗!

FSELF
∗!
∗

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ V′ tx thaat ]] haat]
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Pr.AXP
∗∗
∗

T10.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O1 /T10
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

∗!

∗!
∗

In example (70-b) (repeated in (73)), both anaphors can function as bound
elements. In order to derive this optionality, Principle AT hD must be tied
with FaithSELF : As a result, both O1 and O2 win in the ﬁrst competition
(cf. T11 ), because when optimization takes place not only an XP but also the
θ-domain of x has been reached.
(73)

Max1 hoorde zichzelf1 /zich1 /*hem1 zingen.
a.

[ vP x[β] zingen]

T11 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

FSELF | Pr.AT hD
|

∗!

∗(!)
∗

|

∗∗(!)
∗

Pr.AXP
∗∗
∗

|

When the next phrase is completed, no new domain relevant for binding has
been reached, but x’s θ-role assigner (zingen) is still accessible, hence, both
Principle AXD and Principle AT hD apply again non-vacuously. In the
competition based on the input [SELF, SE, pron], the ﬁrst two candidates
are therefore again predicted to be optimal (cf. T11.1 ), and in the second
competition, the matrix [SE, pron] wins (cf. T11.2 ).
(74)

b.

[ VP x[β] [ vP tx zingen] hoorde ]

T11.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
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Input: O1 /T11

Fpron

FSE

⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

FSELF | Pr.AT hD
∗∗(!)
∗

|

∗(!)
∗

∗!

|

∗
∗

∗!

Pr.AXP

∗

|

∗∗
∗

|

T11.2 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T11
Fpron FSE FSELF | Pr.AT hD
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

Pr.AXP

∗

|

Now the binder enters the derivation, and so the Faith-constraints alone
determine the optimizations at the vP level. In T11.1.1 , the maximally speciﬁed matrix [SELF, SE, pron] wins, and according to T11.1.2 , [SE, pron] is
optimal. Thus, MAB ﬁnally correctly predicts that either the SELF or the
SE anaphor is the optimal realization of x.
(75)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ vP tx zingen] thoorde ] hoorde]

T11.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O11 /T11.1
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O111 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O112 : [SE, pron]
O113 : [pron]

∗!

∗!
∗

T11.1.2/11.2.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O12 /T11.1 or O21 /T11.2 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O121 /O211 : [SE, pron]
O122 /O212 : [pron]

∗!
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∗
∗

(76) (repeated from (70-c)) is interesting insofar as it is the ﬁrst example that
exhibits optionality between the pronominal and the simple anaphoric form.
(Neither did this occur in German nor in English, for obvious reasons.)43
(76)

Max1 keek achter zich1 /*zichzelf1 /hem1 .
a.

[ PP x[β] achter tx ]

This type of optionality can be captured if Principle ACD and FaithSE
are tied: When the prepositional phrase is completed, the domains XP, ThD,
and CD are reached, which means that in addition to Principle AXP and
Principle AT hD , Principle ACD is now involved in the competition. On
the assumption that the latter is tied with FaithSE , optionality between O2
and O3 is predicted (cf. T12 ).
T12 : PP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE | Pr.ACD FSELF | Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
⇒ O3 : [pron]

∗∗!
∗(!)

|
|

∗(!)

∗∗
∗

|

∗
∗

|

|

∗∗
∗

|

As a result, there are two optimization procedures when the next phrase
boundary, VP, is reached.
(77)

b.

[ VP x[β] [ PP tx achter tx ] keek]

The competition based on the matrix [SE, pron] yields again two optimal
outputs (cf. T12.1 ), whereas in the competition based on the input [pron] a
further reduction is not possible and this matrix remains optimal (cf. T12.2 ).
T12.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T12 Fpron FSE | Pr.ACD FSELF | Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
⇒ O22 : [pron]
43

|

∗(!)

∗(!)

|

∗
∗

|

∗

∗

|

Recall that some native speakers prefer the weak pronoun instead of hem in (76).
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T12.2 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O3 /T12 Fpron FSE | Pr.ACD FSELF | Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
⇒ O31 : [pron]

∗

∗

|

|

In the next phrase, the binder is merged into the derivation, hence the Faithconstraints predict that [SE, pron] is optimal in T12.1.1 , and [pron] wins in
T12.1.2/12.2.1 .
(78)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ PP tx ′ achter tx ] tkeek ] keek]

According to MAB, the optimal choice is therefore the SE anaphor in the
former derivation, and the pronoun in the latter.
T12.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O21 /T12.1 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O211 : [SE, pron]
O212 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

T12.1.2/12.2.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O22 /T12.1 or O31 /T12.2 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O221 /O311 : [pron]

∗

∗

(70-d) (repeated in (79)) patterns again like its German and English counterparts: In sentences in which binding takes place outside the Case domain,
x must be realized as a pronoun, and this is captured by ranking Principle
ASD (and hence also Principle AF D and Principle AID ) above FaithSE
(cf. T13.1 ).44
(79)

Max1 weet dat Mary hem1 /*zich1 /*zichzelf1 leuk vindt.
a.

[ VP x[β] tx leuk vindt]

44

I treat the verbal predicate leuk vindt like a simple verb and ignore its inherent syntactic structure.
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When the ﬁrst optimization process takes place (cf. T13 ), only Principle
AXP and the Faith-constraints apply non-vacuously, which means that O1
serves as input for the next competition.
T13 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

FSE

FSELF

∗∗
∗

∗!
∗

∗!

Pr.AXP

When vP is completed, we reach at once all domains relevant for binding,
which means that all Principle A-constraints are involved in the next competition. According to the ranking assumed above, [pron] is therefore predicted to be the optimal realization matrix (cf. T13.1 ).
(80)

b.

[ vP x[β] Mary [ VP tx ′ tx tleuk vindt ] leuk vindt]

T13.1 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T13 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE | Pr.ACD FSELF | Pr.AT hD Pr.AXP
O11 : [S, S, pr]
O12 : [SE, pr]
⇒ O13 : [pron]

∗!∗
∗!

|
|

∗

|

∗∗
∗

|

∗
∗

|

∗∗
∗

|

Since [pron] serves now as input for the next optimization procedure, it remains the only candidate, because the matrix cannot be further reduced.
Hence, [pron] remains optimal in the following optimizations, and when x[β]
is checked, MAB correctly predicts that x must be realized as a pronoun.

5.6

Derivational Binding in Italian

Last but not least, let us take a look at the corresponding Italian sentences.
(Recall that in (81-a) the binding relation is established in the minimal θ58

∗∗
∗

domain, in (81-b) in the minimal Case domain, in (81-c) in the minimal
subject domain, and in (81-d) in the minimal ﬁnite/indicative domain.)
(81)

Italian:
a.
b.

c.

d.

Max1 si1 odia/ odia se stesso1 / *lo1 odia.
‘Max1 hates himself1 .’
Max1 ha udito ?se stesso1 / si1 è udito/ *lo1 ha udito cantare
alla radio.
‘Max1 heard himself1 sing on the radio.’
Max1 ha dato un’occhiata dietro di sé1 /*dietro se stesso1 /?dietro
di lui1 .
‘Max1 glanced behind him1 /himself1 .’
Max1 sa che Maria lo1 ama /*si1 ama/ ama *se stesso1 .
‘Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 .’

As observed before, Italian patterns partly like German and partly like Dutch.
In example (81-a) (repeated in (82)), where the binding relation is very local,
Italian allows both types of anaphors, like its German counterpart (cf. (46-a)).
This result is achieved if FaithSELF and Principle AXP are tied; on this
assumption both O1 and O2 win in the ﬁrst optimization process (cf. T14 ).
Hence, there are two competitions after the completion of the next phrase,
one based on the input [SELF, SE, pron] and the other one on the input
[SE, pron]. Since at this stage the binder has already been merged into the
derivation, the Faith-constraints determine the outcome of the competitions,
which means that no reduction of the matrices takes place, and therefore
MAB selects the complex anaphor as optimal realization according to T14.1
and the simple anaphor in the case of T14.2 .
(82)

Max1 si1 odia/ odia se stesso1 / *lo1 odia.
a.

[ VP x[β] odia tx ]

T14 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
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Candidates

Fpron

⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]
(83)

b.

FSE

FSELF | Pr.AXP
|

∗!

∗(!)
∗

|

∗∗(!)
∗

|

[ vP Max[∗β∗] odia [ VP x[β] todia tx ]]

T14.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O1 /T14
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

∗!

∗!
∗

T14.2 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O2 /T14
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

(84) (repeated from (81-b)) is an Italian ECM-construction. As in German
and Dutch, both the SELF and the SE anaphor is licit in this context, which
is correctly predicted if FaithSELF and Principle AT hD are tied.45 As a
result, both O1 and O2 are optimal when the embedded vP is optimized,
which corresponds to x’s θ-domain (cf. T15 ).
(84)

Max1 ha udito ?se stesso1 / si1 è udito/ *lo1 ha udito cantare (alla
radio).
a.

[ vP x[β] cantare]

45

In fact, one informant of mine preferred the complex anaphor and ruled out the simple
anaphor in this example. This is unexpected against the background that si is licit in (81-a),
where the binding relation is even more local.
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T15 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]

Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
∗∗(!)
∗

|

∗(!)
∗

|

∗!

∗∗
∗

|

|

|
|

When VP is completed, all parts of the derivation are still accessible, but no
further domain is reached; hence, the same constraints apply non-vacuously
as before, which yields again two optimal outputs in T15.1 and [SE, pron] as
optimal matrix in T15.2 .
(85)

b.

[ VP x[β] udito [ vP tx cantare]]

T15.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T15
Fpron

FSE

⇒ O11 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O12 : [SE, pron]
O13 : [pron]

Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
∗∗(!)
∗

∗!

|

|

∗(!)
∗

|
|

|

∗∗
∗

|

T15.2 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T15
Fpron FSE Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

∗
∗!

|
|

∗
∗

|

∗

|

In the next phrase, the binder enters the derivation. Thus, the Faithconstraints determine the competitions at this stage and predict the matrices
[SELF, SE, pron] and [SE, pron] to be optimal (cf. T15.1.1 and T15.1.2/15.2.1
respectively). As a result, MAB selects the two anaphors as optimal realizations.
(86)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] udito [ VP x[β] tudito [ vP tx cantare]]]
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T15.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O11 /T15.1
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O111 : [SELF, SE, pron]
O112 : [SE, pron]
O113 : [pron]

∗!

∗!
∗

T15.1.2/15.2.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O12 /T15.1 or O21 /T15.2 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O121 /O211 : [SE, pron]
O122 /O212 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

In the following example (repeated from (81-c)), Italian patterns like Dutch
since it only excludes the complex anaphor in sentences like these. Hence, as
has been shown for Dutch in T12 , FaithSE must be tied with Principle
ACD . On this assumption, O2 and O3 are both optimal in the competition
illustrated in T16 .
(87)

Max1 ha dato un’occhiata dietro di sé1 /*dietro se stesso1 /?dietro di
lui1 .
a.

[ PP x[β] dietro di tx ]

T16 : PP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE | Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
⇒ O3 : [pron]

|
|

∗(!)

|

∗∗!
∗(!)

∗∗
∗

|
|
|

|

∗
∗

|

∗∗
∗

|

The optimization procedure after the completion of VP yields the same results, since no further domain relevant for binding is reached (cf. T16.1 and
T16.2 ).
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(88)

b.

[ VP x[β] un’occhiata [ V’ dato [ PP tx ′ dietro di tx ]]]

T16.1 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T16 Fpron FSE | Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
⇒ O22 : [pron]

|

∗(!)

∗(!)

∗

|

|

|

∗
∗

|

∗

|

T16.2 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O3 /T16 Fpron FSE | Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
⇒ O31 : [pron]

∗

|

|

∗

|

In the next phrase, the binder is merged into the derivation, hence only
the Faith-constraints apply non-vacuously in the subsequent competitions,
which means that a further reduction of the input matrices is barred. In
T16.1.1 , this means that [SE, pron] wins and MAB selects the SE anaphor
as optimal realization; in T16.1.2/16.2.1 it is self-evident that [pron] is optimal
because there are no competing candidates, and thus a prononimal realization
is also licit.
(89)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] dato [ VP x[β] un’occhiata tdato [ PP tx ′ dietro di tx ]]

T16.1.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O21 /T16.1 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O211 : [SE, pron]
O212 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

T16.1.2/16.2.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O22 /T16.1 or O31 /T16.2 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O221 /O311 : [pron]

∗
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∗

The last Italian example (repeated from (81-d)), illustrates binding into a
ﬁnite embedded clause. Like German, English, and Dutch, Italian exhibits
pronominal binding in this case, which is correctly predicted if Principle
ASD (and therefore also Principle AF D and Principle AID ) are ranked
above FaithSE . When the embedded VP is optimized, these constraints are
not involved yet, and O1 and O2 are predicted to be optimal (cf. T17 ). However, when the next phrase (= vP) is completed the accessible domain corresponds to the subject, ﬁnite, and indicative domain, and all Principle
A-constraints apply non-vacuously. As a result, [pron] is the winner of all
subsequent optimizations (cf., for example, T17.1 and T17.2 ) and x will ﬁnally
have to be realized as pronoun.
(90)

Max1 sa che Maria lo1 ama /*si1 ama/ ama *se stesso1 .
a.

[ VP x[β] ama tx ]

T17 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]
(91)

b.

FSE

FSELF | Pr.AXP
|

∗(!)
∗

∗!

|

∗∗(!)
∗

|

[ vP x[β] Maria ama [ VP tx ′ tama tx ]]

T17.1 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T17 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE | Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O11 : [S, S, pr]
O12 : [SE, pr]
⇒ O13 : [pron]

∗!∗
∗!

|
|

∗
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|

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

|
|
|

|

∗
∗

|
|

∗∗
∗

T17.2 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T17 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE | Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O21 : [S, pr]
⇒ O22 : [pron]

5.7

∗!

|

∗

∗

|

∗

|
|

∗
∗

|
|

Summary: Crosslinguistic Variation I

In the previous sections, the four languages German, English, Dutch, and
Italian have been analysed in detail. This section provides an overview of
their main diﬀerences and common patterns.
In a nutshell, the following observations could be made. If binding takes
place within the θ-domain (as in sentences of the type Max1 hates x1 ), the
bound element can be realized as SELF anaphor in all languages. This is correctly predicted if FaithSELF is not ranked below Principle AXP . However,
some languages allow in addition the SE anaphor (cf. German and Italian),
while others do not (cf. Dutch). In order to account for the former type of language, the ranking FaithSELF ◦ Principle AXP must be assumed, whereas
in languages like Dutch, FaithSELF must be ranked above Principle AXP .
If the binding relation is slightly less local and occurs within the Case domain, the crucial constraint which determines the outcome of the competition
is Principle AT hD . If it is tied with FaithSELF , both types of anaphors are
licit in this context (cf. ECM-constructions in German, Dutch, and Italian).
In languages like English where only the complex anaphor is licit (as in Max1
heard x1 sing), FaithSELF must be higher ranked than Principle AT hD .
In sentences like Max1 glanced behind x1 , x is bound in its subject domain;
hence, the ranking of Principle ACD is decisive. In German, where only the
SE anaphor is licit, it must be ranked below FaithSE and above FaithSELF .
If FaithSE is tied with Principle ACD , both anaphors are predicted to be
optimal (cf. English, on the assumption that the pronominal realization in
examples like these is based on the optimal matrix [SE, pron]). In languages
that pattern like Dutch and Italian in allowing a SE anaphor or a pronoun,
Principle ACD must be tied with FaithSE .
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∗

Finally, none of the languages discussed so far exhibited long-distance
anaphora; this behaviour is captured if the three constraints Principle ASD ,
Principle AF D , and Principle AID are ranked above FaithSE . All in all,
this yields the following constraint orders for German, English, Dutch, and
Italian. Once more, it can be seen immediately that they only diﬀer with
respect to diﬀerent interactions of the two underlying universal constraint
subhierarchies, which provide a general frame for possible rankings.
(92)

German ranking:
Faithpron ≫ Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD ≫ FaithSE ≫
Pr.ACD ≫ FaithSELF ◦ (Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP )

(93)

English ranking:
Faithpron ≫ Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD ≫ FaithSE ≫
Pr.ACD ◦ FaithSELF ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP

(94)

Dutch ranking:
Faithpron ≫ Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD ≫ FaithSE ◦ Pr.ACD
≫ FaithSELF ◦ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP

(95)

Italian ranking:
Faithpron ≫ Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD ≫ FaithSE ◦ Pr.ACD
≫ FaithSELF ◦ (Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP )

T18 : General predictions46
46

Recall that if binding takes place within domain Y, the crucial Principle A-constraint
that determines the outcome of the competition is the one which refers to the next smaller
domain relevant for binding – hence the notation “XD+1” in T18 .
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optimal realization
if binding relation
within XD+1

ranking
FaithSE
FaithSE
FaithSE
FaithSE
PR.AXD

≫
≫
≫
◦
≫

FaithSELF
FaithSELF
PR.AXD
PR.AXD
FaithSE

≫
◦
≫
≫
≫

PR.AXD
PR.AXD
FaithSELF
FaithSELF
FaithSELF

SELF anaphor
SELF/SE anaphor
SE anaphor
SE anaphor/pronoun
pronoun

Ideally, a theory of binding does not only account for the binding patterns
of a particular language but also captures generalizations that seem to hold
universally. For example, it can be observed that complex anaphors surface
only if the binding relation is relatively local, and the less local the binding
relation gets, the more probable it is that ﬁrst complex anaphors and later
also simple anaphors are ruled out, and only pronouns are licit.
These generalizations are captured by the present approach in the following way: If we deal with a local binding relationship, only few, lowranked Principle A-constraints can apply non-vacuously before checking
takes place; and since only these constraints favour a reduction of the realization matrix, it is very likely that the candidate with the full speciﬁcation
[SELF, SE, pron] is optimal and the SELF anaphor is ﬁnally selected as
optimal realization. On the other hand, if the binding relation is less local,
more Principle A-constraints apply non-vacuously, because x enters bigger
and bigger domains unchecked; and since the constraints referring to these
domains are higher ranked, it becomes more and more likely that the speciﬁcation matrix of x is gradually reduced in the course of the derivation and a
less anaphoric form is selected as optimal realization. (In the end, only [pron]
might be left, and in this case MAB can only choose the pronominal form as
optimal form for x.)
Furthermore, it is predicted that if x is realized as SELF/SE anaphor if
binding takes place in domain XD, these realizations are also licit if binding
is more local, because an anaphoric speciﬁcation can only win if the corresponding matrix has been in the candidate set – and if it had not won the
competitions before, only reduced matrices could have served as competitors.
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On the other hand, if x is realized as pronoun, pronominal binding is also
possible if binding occurs in a bigger domain, because the reduced matrix
[pron] will serve as input for the subsequent competitions, which inevitably
yields a pronominal winner.
This shows that the theory developed here is both ﬂexible enough to
account for crosslinguistic variation and optionality and restrictive enough
to capture universal binding properties and restrict possible binding scenarios
(cf. also chapter 2, section ??).

5.8

Long-Distance Anaphora (LDA) in Icelandic

So far, there has been no need to distinguish between the three highest-ranked
Principle A-constraints, Principle ASD , Principle AF D , and Principle AID . However, the ranking of these constraints is crucial if we want
to capture the diﬀerent behaviour of languages that exhibit long-distance
anaphora. Let us start once more with the Icelandic examples in (96).
(96)

Icelandic:
a.

b.

c.

Jón1 skipaði Pétri2 PRO2 að raka
John ordered Peter
to shaveinf
sig1 /??sjálfan sig1 /hann1 á hverjum degi.
SE/himself/him
on every
day
‘John1 ordered Peter to shave him1 every day.’
Jón1 segir að Pétur raki
sig1 /??sjálfan sig1 /hann1 á
John says that Peter shavesub SE/himself/him
on
hverjum degi.
every
day
‘John1 says that Peter shaves him1 every day.’
Jón1 veit að Pétur rakar
??sig1 /*sjálfan sig1 /hann1 á
John knows that Peter shaveind SE/himself/him
on
hverjum degi.
every
day
‘John1 knows that Peter shaves him1 every day.’

In a sentence like (96-a) (repeated in (97)), where the binding relation is not
established unless the ﬁnite domain is reached, optimization occurs relatively
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frequently until x is ﬁnally checked. In the following discussion, I ignore these
ealier parts of the derivation, since the goal of this section is to investigate
what determines long-distance binding; assume therefore that we have already reached the stage when the minimal subject domain (= embedded vP)
is reached.
(97)

Jón1 skipaði Pétri2 PRO2 að rakainf sig1 /??sjálfan sig1 /hann1 á hverjum degi.
a.

[ vP x[β] PRO raka [ VP tx ′ traka tx ]]

(97-a) illustrates the point in the derivation when the embedded vP is optimized. At this stage, the material in the accessible domain allows us to
classify this phrase as x’s θ-domain, Case domain, and subject domain; and
as x remains unchecked, the following four Principle A-constraints apply
non-vacuously: Principle AXP , Principle AT hD , Principle ACD , and
Principle ASD . Since we know that the latter outranks the ﬁrst three constraints (due to the underlying universal subhierarchy), its ranking will determine the optimal realization of x. (Note that the remaining optimizations
until the binder enters the derivation in (98-b) can be neglected because no
further domain relevant for binding is reached.) If Principle ASD is ranked
above FaithSE , [pron] is the optimal matrix, if it is ranked below FaithSE ,
[SE, pron] is optimal, and if Principle ASD and FaithSE are tied, both
matrices win, and x might therefore be realized as pronoun or SE anaphor.
The latter option is chosen in Icelandic (cf. T19 -T19.2 ).47,48
47

As mentioned in chapter 2, another (possibly older) variant of Icelandic seems to favour
the SE anaphor in this context, which is predicted by the ranking FaithSE ≫ Pr.ASD .
48
For reasons of space, I combine the lower-ranked constraints Pr.ACD , Pr.AT hD , and
Pr.AXP in the subsequent tableaux.
Although I do not want to present a detailed analysis of local binding relations in Icelandic, the following Icelandic data provide conclusive information as regards the ranking
of the lower-ranked constraints. (The data are again from Gunnar Hrafn Hrafnbjargarson
(p.c.).)
(i)

a.

Max1 hatar sig1 /sjálfan sig1 /*hann1 .
Max hates SE/himself/him
‘Max1 hates himself1 .’
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T19 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE | Pr.ASD Pr.ACD/T hD/XP | FSELF
O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
⇒ O3 : [pron]
(98)

b.

∗∗!
∗(!)

|
|

∗(!)

∗∗
∗

|

|
|
|

∗
∗

[ vP Jón[∗β∗] skipaði [ VP x[β] Pétri2 tskip. [ CP . . . ]]]

T19.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O1 /T19
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

T19.2 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
b.

c.

Max1 heyrði sig1 /sjálfan sig1 /*hann1 syngja.
sing
Max heard SE/himself/him
‘Max1 heard himself1 sing.’
Max1 leit
aftur fyrir sig1 /sjálfan sig1 /*hann1 .
Max glanced behind
SE/himself/him
‘Max1 glanced behind himself1 /him1 .’

In all three examples, which illustrate binding within the θ-, Case, and subject domain,
respectively, both types of anaphors are licit while the pronoun is excluded. (Note that (i-a)
patterns like German and Italian, (i-b) like German, Italian, and Dutch, and (i-c) basically
like English in allowing the complex anaphor and the next less anaphoric element.) As can
be read off T18 , this result is predicted if the constraints Pr.AXP , Pr.AT hD , and Pr.ACD
are tied with FaithSELF . Hence, we get the ranking in (ii-a) for Icelandic, which is an
abbreviation for the four underlying constraint orders in (ii-b).
(ii)

a.
b.

(Pr.ACD ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP ) ◦ FaithSELF
(i) Pr.ACD ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP ≫ FaithSELF
(ii) Pr.ACD ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ FaithSELF ≫ Pr.AXP
(iii) Pr.ACD ≫ FaithSELF ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP
(iv) FaithSELF ≫ Pr.ACD ≫ Pr.AT hD ≫ Pr.AXP
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Input: O2 /T19

Fpron

⇒ O31 : [pron]

FSE

FSELF

∗

∗

The next example (repeated from (96-b)) involves binding into a subjunctive
complement clause. This means that at the stage when the ﬁnite domain is
reached (= embedded vP), x is still free (cf. (99-a)). As a result, all Principle A-constraints except Principle AID apply non-vacuously when this
phrase is optimized. Hence, the highest Principle A-constraint that is involved in this competition is Principle AF D , and if it is tied with FaithSE ,
both O2 and O3 are predicted to be optimal (cf. T20 ).
(99)

Jón1 segir að Pétur rakisub sig1 /??sjálfan sig1 /hann1 á hverjum degi.
a.

[ vP x[β] Pétur raki [ VP tx ′ traki tx ]]

T20 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron Pr.AF D | FSE | Pr.ASD Pr.ACD/T hD/XP | FSELF
O1 : [SELF, SE, pr]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
⇒ O3 : [pron]

∗∗
∗(!)

|

|

|

|

|

∗(!)

|

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

|
|
|

During the next optimization processes (TP, CP, VP), the outcome remains
unchanged: Since no new domain is reached, no higher-ranked Principle Aconstraint gets involved and might force a further reduction of the matrix.49
Hence, the matrices [SE, pron] and [pron] function as input when the matrix
vP is optimized (cf. T20.1 and T20.2 respectively), and since x is checked at
this point in the derivation, [SELF, pron] wins in the former competition and
[pron] in the latter. Thus, according to MAB both the SE anaphor and the
pronoun turn out to be optimal realizations in this example, which is the
desired result.
49

Note that even if the new accessible domains no longer qualify as θ-, Case, subject, or
finite domain (for example, the matrix VP), the result is not blurred, because as long as
no new higher-ranked Principle A-constraint is activated, the matrices are not reduced
any further.
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∗
∗

(100)

b.

[ vP Jón[∗β∗] segir [ VP x[β] tsegir [ CP . . . ]]]

T20.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O2 /T20
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron]
O22 : [pron]

∗
∗

∗!

T20.2 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O3 /T20 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O31 : [pron]

∗

∗

(101) (repeated from (96-c)) diﬀers from the previous examples insofar as
already the embedded vP qualiﬁes as indicative domain; but since it does
not include x’s antecedent, all Principle A-constraints apply non-vacuously
when vP is optimized (cf. T21 ). What is crucial here is that Principle
AID is ranked above FaithSE : On this assumption, O3 is the winner of the
competition, which leads to the result that [pron] remains the only optimal
candidate when x is ﬁnally checked (cf. T21.1 ), and MAB ﬁnally correctly
predicts that x must be realized as a pronoun.
(101)

Jón1 veit að Pétur rakarind ??sig1 /*sjálfan sig1 /hann1 á hverjum
degi.
a.

[ vP x[β] Pétur rakar [ VP tx ′ trakar tx ]]

T21 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates Fpron Pr.AID Pr.AF D | FSE | Pr.ASD Pr.ACD/T hD/XP | FSELF
O1 : [S, S, pr]
O2 : [SE, pr]
⇒ O3 : [pron]

∗!∗
∗!

∗∗
∗

|

|

|

|

|
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∗

|

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

|
|
|

∗
∗

(102)

b.

[ vP Jón[∗β∗] veit [ VP x[β] tveit [ CP . . . ]]]

T21.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O3 /T21 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O31 : [pron]

5.9

∗

∗

Summary: Crosslinguistic Variation II

Basically, we can distinguish between four diﬀerent types of languages as regards their behaviour with respect to long distance binding (cf. also chapter 2,
section ??). There are languages which do not allow anaphoric binding in this
case (like English and German), some languages only allow long anaphoric
binding into inﬁnitive complements (like Russian), type 3 prohibits LDA
only if indicative complements intervene (like Icelandic), and the last type
even allows intervening indicative complement clauses (like Faroese). This
crosslinguistic variation is captured by reranking the constraint subhierarchy
(Principle AID ≫ Principle AF D ≫ Principle ASD ) with FaithSE in
diﬀerent ways; the respective predictions are represented in (103)-(106). The
ties in (104-a)-(106-a) predict optionality between anaphoric and pronominal binding; if the pronominal realization is illicit, FaithSE must be ranked
above the respective Principle A-constraint(s).50
(103)

Languages without LDA:
Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD ≫ FaithSE

50

As far as (106-b) is concerned, it predicts a language which does not distinguish
between simple anaphoric and pronominal forms: Due to this ranking, [SE, pron] always
beats [pron], so it is always the same type of element that is inserted in the end – a
vocabulary item with the feature specification {SE, pron} if available, or an item with less
features otherwise. Hence, English could in principle have this ranking (instead of (103) as
assumed in (93)); on this assumption, pronominal binding in English would never be based
on the matrix [pron] but always on the realization matrix [SE, pron] instead. However, due
to the lack of a corresponding vocabulary item, the less specified form pron would always
be inserted.
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(104)

Languages with intervening infinitive complements only:
a.
b.

(105)

Languages with intervening infinitive or subjunctive complements:
a.
b.

(106)

anaphoric or pronominal binding possible:
Pr.AID ≫ FaithSE ◦ (Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD )
only anaphoric binding licit:
Pr.AID ≫ FaithSE ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD

Languages which even allow intervening indicative complements:
a.
b.

5.10

anaphoric or pronominal binding possible:
Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ FaithSE ◦ Pr.ASD
only anaphoric binding licit:
Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ FaithSE ≫ Pr.ASD

anaphoric or pronominal binding possible:
FaithSE ◦ (Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD )
only anaphoric binding licit:
FaithSE ≫ Pr.AID ≫ Pr.AF D ≫ Pr.ASD

Principle C Derivationally

By now, the distribution of bound anaphors and pronouns has been extensively discussed. The eﬀects of Principle A and B of the standard Binding
Theory have been derived by means of two universal, but violable, constraint
subhierarchies, which made it possible to integrate the phenomenon of binding into a derivational model and improve at the same time descriptive adequacy. What remains to be shown is how the third traditional binding principle, Principle C, can be integrated into this approach. Since Principle C
refers to R-expressions, let us ﬁrst think about the status of full NPs in this
model in general.
We have come across R-expressions in this chapter before, namely the
antecedents in the previous examples, and it has tacitly been assumed that
these R-expressions are simply part of the numeration. However, if we consider R-expressions that function as potential bindees, something more must
be said. If we stick to the assumption that bound elements do not occur in the
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numeration as concrete items but are represented by means of a realization
matrix, bound R-expressions must result from an optimization procedure
which is based on a matrix that contains not only the pronominal and two
anaphoric forms, but also the R-expression.
However, a realization matrix can only contain diﬀerent forms whose semantic contribution to the sentence is the same and does not change the
underlying meaning of the sentence in any way. Therefore a matrix can only
contain an R-expression if its designated antecedent is an R-expression and
it can be considered to be a copy of it. For the sake of concreteness, consider the following examples. If we want to say that John likes himself, this
meaning is expressed unambiguously with the following form: John1 likes x1 ;
whether we have to realize x as himself, him, or John basically depends on
the language under consideration and is a question that is answered by the
syntactic component in the course of the derivation. However, in a sentence
such as He1 likes x1 , the situation is slightly diﬀerent. Whether x1 =him1 or
himself1 does not make any diﬀerence with respect to semantics, but if x
were realized as an R-expression such as John, additional information would
be added and John would not just be an equivalent variant of him or himself
in this case. Thus the R-expression cannot be part of the realization matrix
in the latter example.
Hence, we can draw the following conclusion. If the designated antecedent
of x is an R-expression, x’s realization matrix additionally contains a copy
of this R-expression and the maximal realization matrix is then [SELF, SE,
pron, R-ex]. Thus, there are in principle two possibilities how R-expressions
can emerge. If they do not function as a bound element, they directly form
part of the numeration; as bound elements, on the other hand, they are
encoded as x in the numeration and can turn out to be optimal if the matrix
[R-ex] wins in the end.
Against this background, one type of Principle C eﬀect can be accounted
for straightforwardly: The system predicts that R-expressions cannot be
bound by pronouns, because in this scenario the realization matrix of x cannot contain an R-expression at all (cf. (107)).
(107)

a. *He1 likes John1 .
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b.

Underlying scenario:
he1 likes x1 ; x=[SELF, SE, pron]
→ x= R-expression impossible

However, there will have to be another explanation as to why Principle C
eﬀects that involve R-expressions being bound by R-expressions must be
ruled out. Such a conﬁguration is not prohibited a priori, because in this case
x’s realization matrix contains a copy of the binding R-expression (cf. (108)).
Hence, this conﬁguration must be ruled out in the course of the derivation
(which is illustrated below).
(108)

a. *John1 likes John1 .
b. Underlying scenario:
John1 likes x1 ; x=[SELF, SE, pron, R-ex]
→ x= R-expression in principle possible

At ﬁrst sight, it might look unattractive to have diﬀerent accounts of Principle
C eﬀects, but if we think again of those languages where Principle C is
violable in certain contexts, this split turns out to be an advantage, because
it accounts for the following observation: Although it is possible in languages
like Vietnamese that R-expressions are bound by R-expressions, they can
never be bound by pronouns (cf. (109); see also chapter 2, section ??). The
former scenario might come about if the constraints are ranked accordingly,
but the latter is ruled out in general due to the nature of realization matrices
as such.51
(109)

Vietnamese:
John1 /*nó1 tin John1 sẽ thăńg.
John/he thinks John will win
‘John1 thinks he1 will win.’

Let us now turn to those examples in which R-expressions are bound by Rexpressions, as, for instance, in the following German sentences (also repeated
from chapter 2).
51

Example (109) is repeated from chapter 2, section ?? and was quoted from Lasnik
(1991).
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(110)

a.

b.

(111)

Max1 weiß, dass Maria *Max1 /ihn1 /*sich1 /*sich selbst1
Max knows that Mary Max/him/SE/himself
mag.
likes
‘Max1 knows that Mary likes him1 .’
Max1 mag *Max1 /*ihn1 /sich1 /sich selbst1 .
Max likes Max/him/SE/himself
‘Max1 likes himself1 .’

Peter1 mag seine1 /*Peters1 Bücher.
Peter likes his/Peter’s
books
‘Peter1 likes his1 books.’

Since this type of examples involves realization matrices of the sort [SELF,
SE, pron, R-ex], the number of candidates in the subsequent tableaux is
increased to maximally four diﬀerent output candidates: On1 =[SELF, SE,
pron, R-ex], On2 =[SE, pron, R-ex], On3 =[pron, R-ex], and On4 =[R-ex] (with
n=0, 1, 2, . . . ). Following the assumptions in chapter 2, R-ex counts as the
least anaphoric possible realization, hence only the last candidate does not
violate the Principle A-constraints; the ﬁrst candidate violates them three
times, the second one twice, and the third candidate once. As far as the
faithfulness constraints are concerned, the matrix [R-ex] does not only violate
FaithSELF and FaithSE , but also Faithpron. For the sake of completeness,
the Faith-subhierarchy can be complemented along the following lines:
(112)

a.
b.

FaithR−ex (FR−ex ):
The realization matrix for x must contain [R-ex].
FaithR−ex ≫ Faithpron ≫ FaithSE ≫ FaithSELF

Against this background, the derivation of (110-a) (repeated in (113)) proceeds as follows. When the ﬁrst phrase is completed, only Principle AXP
applies non-vacuously, and O1 and O2 are predicted to be optimal (cf. T22 ),
which means that there are two competitions after the completion of the next
phrase.
(113)

Max1 weiß, dass Maria *Max1 /ihn1 /*sich1 /*sich selbst1 mag.
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a.

[ VP x[β] [ V′ tx mag]]

T22 : VP optimization
(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
⇒ O1 :
⇒ O2 :
O3 :
O4 :

FR−ex Fpron FSE FSELF | Pr.AXP

[SELF, SE, pron, R-ex]
[SE, pron, R-ex]
[pron, R-ex]
[R-ex]

|

∗!

∗!
∗

∗(!)
∗
∗

|
|

∗ ∗ ∗(!)
∗∗
∗

|

When the embedded vP is optimized, x is still free, and since the accessible domain fulﬁls all domain deﬁnitions, all Principle A-constraints are
involved in this competition.52 The crucial ranking is now Faithpron ≫ Principle AID ; since the matrix [R-ex] violates this Faith-constraint, it loses
against the matrix [pron, R-ex]. Hence, a maximal reduction of the realization matrix is prevented, which would result in the eventual selection of
the R-expression as optimal realization, and [pron, R-ex] is predicted to be
optimal in both T22.1 and T22.2 .53
(114)

b.

[ vP x[β] Maria [ VP tx ′ [ V′ tx tmag ]] mag]

T22.1 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T22 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O11 :
O12 :
⇒O13 :
O14 :

[S, S, pr, R]
[S, pr, R]
[pr, R]
[R-ex]
∗!

∗∗!∗
∗∗!
∗

∗
∗

52

∗∗∗
∗∗
∗

∗∗∗
∗∗
∗

|
|
|
|

|

∗
∗
∗

|
|

∗∗∗
∗∗
∗

|

Since German does not have long distance anaphora, Pr.AID , Pr.AF D , and Pr.ASD
need not be distinguished in the subsequent tableaux.
53
Since it is not violated by any candidate anyway, the constraint FaithR−ex is neglected
in these tableaux.
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T22.2 : vP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T22 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O21 : [S, pr, R]
⇒ O23 : [pr, R]
O24 : [R-ex]

∗∗!
∗

∗
∗

∗!

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

|
|
|

∗
∗
∗

|
|
|

Since there is no further domain that could be reached and could therefore
force a further reduction of the matrix, the subsequent optimizations can
be neglected. So let us turn to the point in the derivation when the binder
is ﬁnally merged in, which is illustrated in (115-c). Since the [β]-feature is
checked at this stage, only the Faith-constraints apply non-vacuously in
T24.1.1/24.2.1 , which yields [pron, R-ex] as optimal matrix, and according to
the MAB-principle this means that x must be realized as pronoun. Hence,
bound R-expressions are excluded in this type of example, because pronouns
are the better choice.
(115)

c.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ CP . . . ] tw. ] weiß]

T22.1.1/22.2.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O13 /T22.1 or O23 /T22.2 FR−ex. Fpron
⇒ O131/231 : [pron, R-ex]
O132/232 : [R-ex]

∗!

FSE

FSELF

∗
∗

∗
∗

The next example (repeated from (110-b)) patterns similarly; the only diﬀerence is that here the anaphoric forms turn out to be the better alternative.
(116)

Max1 mag *Max1 /*ihn1 /sich1 /sich selbst1 .
a.

[ VP x[β] [ V′ tx mag]]

As in the previous example, O1 and O2 win when the embedded VP is optimized, as T23 shows.
T23 : VP optimization
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∗∗
∗

(XP reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
FR−ex
⇒ O1 :
⇒ O2 :
O3 :
O4 :

Fpron

[S, S, pr, R]
[S, pr, R]
[pr, R]
[R-ex]

FSE

FSELF | Pr.AXP
∗ ∗ ∗(!)
∗∗
∗

|

∗!
∗

∗!

∗(!)
∗
∗

|
|
|

Already in the next phrase, the antecedent enters the derivation and x[β]
is checked; hence, the Principle A-constraints apply vacuously, and the
matrices [SELF, SE, pron, R-ex]/[SE, pron, R-ex] remain optimal (cf. T23.1
and T23.2 , respectively). As a result, MAB predicts the two anaphoric forms
to be the optimal realizations.
(117)

b.

[ vP Max[∗β∗] [ VP x[β] [ V′ tx tmag ]] mag]

T23.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O1 /T23
FR−ex Fpron
⇒ O11 :
O12 :
O13 :
O14 :

[SELF, SE, pron, R-ex]
[SE, pron, R-ex]
[pron, R-ex]
[R-ex]

∗!

T23.2 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O2 /T23
FR−ex. Fpron FSE
⇒ O22 : [SE, pron, R-ex]
O23 : [pron, R-ex]
O24 : [R-ex]

∗!

∗!
∗

FSE

FSELF

∗!
∗

∗
∗
∗

FSELF
∗
∗
∗

The example in (118) (repeated from (111)) can be derived similarly. When
the NP in (118-a) is optimized, the matrix [SE, pron, R-ex] is predicted to be
optimal (cf. T24 ), and until the antecedent is merged into the derivation, no
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further domain relevant for binding is reached. As a result, [SE, pron, R-ex]
remains the optimal matrix (cf. T24.1 ), and since German anaphors lack a
genitive form, MAB ﬁnally selects the most anaphoric form available that is
compatible with this matrix – the pronominal form seine (‘his’).
(118)

Peter1 mag seine1 /*Peters1 Bücher.
a.

[ NP x[β] Bücher]

T24 : NP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O1 :
⇒ O2 :
O3 :
O4 :
(119)

[S, S, pr, R]
[S, pr, R]
[pr, R]
[R-ex]
b.

∗!

∗!
∗

∗ ∗ ∗!
∗∗
∗

∗∗∗
∗∗
∗

|
|
|
|

|

∗
∗
∗

|
|

∗∗∗
∗∗
∗

|

[ vP Peter[∗β∗] [ VP [ NP x[β] Bücher] tN P tmag ] mag]

T24.1 : vP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O2 /T24
Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O21 : [SE, pron, R-ex]
O22 : [pron, R-ex]
O23 : [R-ex]

∗!

∗!
∗

∗
∗
∗

As the previous examples showed, it is always the high-ranked constraint
Faithpron which rules out bound R-expressions (with R-expressions as antecedents). However, if this type of Principle C eﬀect is derived by a particular
ranking, it should in principle be possible to obviate these eﬀects if Faithpron
is ranked suﬃciently low. This is exactly what we ﬁnd in languages like Vietnamese, where R-expressions may be bound by R-expressions. Hence we can
account for the grammaticality of the Vietnamese example in (120) (repeated
from (109)) if we assume that (at least) Principle AID is not ranked below
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Faithpron in languages of this type (cf. T25.1 and T25.2 ).
(120)

Vietnamese:
John1 tin John1 sẽ thăńg.
John thinks John will win
‘John1 thinks he1 will win.’

T25.1 : The emergence of bound R-expressions I
Candidates
Pr.AID Fpron
O1 :
O2 :
O3 :
⇒ O4 :

[SELF, SE, pron, R-ex]
[SE, pron, R-ex]
[pron, R-ex]
[R-ex]

∗!∗∗
∗!∗
∗!
∗

T25.2 : The emergence of bound R-expressions II
Candidates
Pr.AID | Fpron
O1 :
O2 :
⇒ O3 :
⇒ O4 :

5.11

[SELF, SE, pron, R-ex]
[SE, pron, R-ex]
[pron, R-ex]
[R-ex]

∗∗!∗
∗∗!
∗(!)

|
|
|
|

∗(!)

Inherently Reflexive Predicates Revisited

Let us now come back to those cases where anaphors and pronouns occur
without establishing a binding relation, as, for instance, in the following
examples involving inherently reﬂexive predicates.
(121)

a.

b.

German:
Max benimmt sich/*sich selbst/*ihn (wie ein Gentleman).
Max behaves SE/himself/him like a gentleman
Dutch:
Max gedraagt zich/*zichzelf/*hem.
Max behaves SE/himself/him
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c.

(122)

Frisian:
Max hâld him/*himsels.
Max behaves him/himself

English:
a.
b.

Max behaves like a gentleman.
Max behaves himself.

As argued in chapter 2, anaphors that occur together with inherently reﬂexive predicates do not function as arguments and are not bound by an
antecedent. If this is translated into the present derivational approach, it
means that no [β]-feature is involved. Let us therefore assume that inherently reﬂexive predicates are predicates that enter the numeration with an
x that does not bear a [β]-feature. As a result, they might occur with an
anaphoric or pronominal form, but they do not have to, since x does not
stand for an argument. And since no [β] is involved, it follows moreover that
the Principle A-constraints apply vacuously throughout the derivation.
However, if the universally equally ranked Faith-constraints were the
only constraints relevant for the derivation of the sentences in (121) and
(122), we would not expect any crosslinguistic variation and the complex
anaphor would be predicted to be optimal in general. Hence, there must
be another constraint that can interact with this universal constraint subhierarchy in diﬀerent ways and which prefers less anaphoric elements. Let us
therefore introduce the constraint in (123); on the assumption that anaphoric
speciﬁcation reﬂexive-marks a predicate, it is violated three times by the matrix [SELF, SE, pron], twice by [SE, pron], once by [pron] and not at all by
the fourth candidate, [–], where the realization matrix has been emptied
completely.54
(123)

*ReflMarkinh :
Inherently reﬂexive predicates must be minimally reﬂexive-marked.

54

Note that if inherently reflexive predicates are involved, there is no R-expression in
the realization matrix; since x does not have an antecedent in these examples, the matrix
cannot contain a corresponding copy.
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Let us ﬁrst consider languages like German and Dutch, where inherently
reﬂexive predicates occur with SE anaphors. So let us derive the German
example in (124) (repeated from (121-a)). After the verb has been merged
with x, VP optimization takes place. (Note that in these examples, x is not
moved to the edge of the phrase as it lacks the [β]-feature.) If *ReflMarkinh
is now ranked between FaithSE and FaithSELF , the matrix [SE, pron] is
predicted to be optimal (cf. T26 ) – and on the assumption that the optimal
realization is based on the most anaphoric speciﬁcation that is left in the
optimal matrix, the SE anaphor is chosen as optimal realization of x.
(124)

Max benimmt sich.
a.

[ VP benimmt x]

T26 : VP optimization
Candidates
O1 :
⇒ O2 :
O3 :
O4 :

[SELF, SE, pron]
[SE, pron]
[pron]
[–]

Fpron

∗!

FSE

∗!
∗

*ReflMarkinh
∗ ∗ ∗!
∗∗
∗

FSELF
∗
∗
∗

Note that the last step – from the optimal matrix to the optimal realization
– cannot be directly derived from the MAB principle as formulated in (45)
(repeated in (125)). In order to make it compatible with derivations involving
inherently reﬂexive predicates, the formulation must be modiﬁed in such a
way that it does not necessarily presuppose a [β]-feature on x; cf. (126).
(125)

Maximally Anaphoric Binding (MAB) (repeated from (45)):
Checked x[β] must be realized maximally anaphorically.

(126)

Maximally Anaphoric Binding (MAB) (revised):
When all [β]-features of x are checked, it is realized maximally
anaphorically.

In Frisian, inherently reﬂexive predicates occur with pronouns (cf. (127), repeated from (121-c)). This is correctly predicted if *ReflMarkinh is higher
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ranked than FaithSE but lower ranked than Faithpron (cf. T27 ). On this
assumption, [pron] is predicted to be the optimal matrix, and MAB selects
the pronominal form as optimal realization.
(127)

Max hâld him/*himsels.
a.

[ VP hâld x]

T27 : VP optimization
Candidates

Fpron

*ReflMarkinh

FSE

FSELF

O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
∗∗!∗
O2 : [SE, pron]
∗∗!
∗
⇒ O3 : [pron]
∗
∗
∗
O4 : [–]
∗!
∗
∗
The English example in (128) (repeated from (122-a)) lacks any realization
of x. This is captured if *ReflMarkinh outranks all Faith-constraints, as
T28 shows.
(128)

Max behaves like a gentleman.
a.

[ VP behaves x]

T28 : VP optimization
Candidates
O1 :
O2 :
O3 :
⇒ O4 :

*ReflMarkinh

[SELF, SE, pron]
[SE, pron]
[pron]
[–]

Fpron

∗!∗∗
∗!∗
∗!
∗

FSE

FSELF

∗
∗

∗
∗
∗

By contrast, if the SELF anaphor occurs with inherently reﬂexive predicates,
as in (129) (repeated from (122-b)), *ReflMarkinh must be lower ranked
than the Faith-constraints. On this assumption, O1 wins the competition
(cf. T29 ), and MAB selects the complex anaphor as optimal realization of x.
(129)

Max behaves himself.
a.

[ VP behaves x]
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T29 : VP optimization
Candidates
⇒ O1 :
O2 :
O3 :
O4 :

Fpron

[SELF, SE, pron]
[SE, pron]
[pron]
[–]

∗!

FSE

∗!
∗

FSELF

*ReflMarkinh

∗!
∗
∗

∗∗∗
∗∗
∗

To sum up, the crosslinguistic variation we ﬁnd with respect to inherently
reﬂexive predicates is derived by diﬀerent interaction between the constraint
*ReflMarkinh (=*RMinh ) and the Faith-constraint subhierarchy. The respective predictions are summarized in the following table.
T30 : Summary
ranking

realization of x with
inherently reflexive predicates
SELF anaphor
SE anaphor
pronoun
∅

Fpron ≫ FSE ≫ FSELF ≫ *RMinh
Fpron ≫ FSE ≫ *RMinh ≫ FSELF
Fpron ≫ *RMinh ≫ FSE ≫ FSELF
*RMinh ≫ Fpron ≫ FSE ≫ FSELF

5.12

Pronouns without Antecedents

Talking about contexts in which anaphoric and pronominal forms seem to
occur unbound, let us now pursue the question of how examples of the following type can be derived in this system. (130-a) and (130-b) show that x
cannot be realized as anaphor if it lacks an antecedent. (Recall that (130-a)
rules out the possibility that the ungrammaticality of anaphors in these examples is connected with the fact that German simply lacks Nominative
anaphoric forms.) Moreover, we have to say something about the relation
between (130-b) and (130-c).
(130)

a.

Ihn/*sich friert.
him/SE is cold
‘He is cold.’
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b.

c.

Er schläft.
he sleeps
‘He is sleeping.’
Peter schläft.
Peter sleeps
‘Peter is sleeping.’

Let us start with the latter. (130-c) contains an unbound R-expression; hence
we can conclude that the numeration does not contain any x at all, but simply
looks as follows: Numc = {Peter (= ‘genuine R-expression’), schläft} (ignoring additional functional material). By contrast, if we assume that pronouns
generally emerge as the result of a competition between diﬀerent realization matrices, the underlying numeration in (130-b) corresponds to Numb =
{x[SELF,SE,pron], schläft} – since the sentence does not contain a coindexed Rexpression, the matrix lacks a potential copy of it. Hence, the two sentences
in (130-b) and (130-c) are based on completely diﬀerent numerations and do
not compete at all. This explains why they are basically interchangeable.
The restriction ‘basically’ refers to the fact that – although both (130-b)
and (130-c) are grammatical – their distribution is dependent on the broader
context. If people are talking about Peter anyway, it is more natural to utter
(130-b), while (130-c) might sound redundant; however, if Peter has not been
mentioned before, it is odd to use the pronominal form. Hence, it can be
concluded that although sentence (130-b) does not contain an antecedent,
the pronoun must be anchored in discourse, i.e., it must be discourse-bound,
and it is therefore not really true that (130-b) and (130-a) contain unbound
pronouns. So let us assume that the x in these sentences is also equipped
with a [β]-feature and that it is checked by the head in the root phrase if
discourse binding is involved. Thus, the numeration of (130-b) contains, inter
alia, x[β] and C[∗β∗] . Against this background, let us take a closer look at the
derivation of (130-b) (repeated in (131)).
(131)

Er schläft.
a.

[ vP x[β] [ VP tschläf t ] schläft]; workspace: {C[∗β∗] , . . . }
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x is merged into the derivation in the second phrase; at this stage, the verb is
also accessible, hence we reach x’s θ-domain; since x is Case-marked by T, vP
does not correspond to its subject and Case domain. However, considering
how ﬁnite and indicative domain have been deﬁned, it is suggested that vP
already fulﬁls these deﬁnitions since it contains a ﬁnite/indicative verb and a
subject. So if we want to stick to the assumption that the ﬁnite and indicative
domain are not reached before the subject and Case domain, their deﬁnitions
have to be slightly modiﬁed; therefore, the following revised versions are
introduced.
(132)

XP is the finite domain of x if it contains a ﬁnite verb and Casemarked x.

(133)

XP is the indicative domain of x if it contains an indicative verb
and Case-marked x.

According to these deﬁnitions, TP is the ﬁrst XP which qualiﬁes as x’s ﬁnite/indicative domain in sentence (131), and it is correctly predicted that x
must be realized as a pronoun: When TP is optimized, x[β] is still unchecked,
and since TP not only corresponds to x’s θ- and Case domain but also to its
subject, ﬁnite, and indicative domain, the high-ranked constraints Principle ASD , Principle AF D , and Principle AID apply non-vacuously; as a
result, [pron] is predicted to be optimal (cf. T31.1 and T31.2 ).55 In the next
phrase, C[∗β∗] ﬁnally enters the derivation and x is checked. Thus, only the
Faith-constraints apply non-vacuously in T31.1.1/31.2.1 , but since [pron] is the
only candidate anyway, it remains optimal, and MAB selects the pronoun as
optimal realization.
55

Here, we can clearly see that [∗β∗] must be associated with C and not with T if we
consider discourse binding. If x functions as subject, only its θ-domain and an XP have
been reached before TP is completed – if x were already checked at this stage, this would
have the consequence that Pr.AXP and Pr.AT hD would be the only Pr.A-constraints
that would apply non-vacuously before the realization of x would be determined. However,
since these two constraints are relatively low ranked, the matrix would not have been
reduced to [pron] and an anaphoric realization would be predicted to be optimal. (Recall
from section 5.7, T18 , that we can only avoid anaphoric specifications if a Pr.A-constraint
applies non-vacuously which is higher ranked than FaithSE .)
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T31 : VP optimization
(XP/ThD reached – x[β] unchecked)
Candidates
Fpron FSE
⇒ O1 : [SELF, SE, pron]
⇒ O2 : [SE, pron]
O3 : [pron]
(134)

b.

Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
∗∗(!)
∗

∗!

|

|

∗(!)
∗

|
|

|

∗∗
∗

|

[ TP x[β] [ vP tx [ VP tschläf t ] t′ schläf t ] schläft];
workspace: {C[∗β∗] , . . . }

T31.1 : TP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O1 /T31 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O11 : [S, S, pr]
O12 : [SE, pr]
⇒ O13 : [pron]

∗!∗
∗!

∗∗
∗

∗∗
∗

∗

|
|
|

|

∗
∗

|

∗∗
∗

|

T31.2 : TP optimization
(XP/ThD/CD/SD/FD/ID reached – x[β] unchecked)
Input: O2 /T31 Fpron Pr.AID/F D/SD FSE Pr.ACD Pr.AT hD | FSELF | Pr.AXP
O21 : [SE, pr]
⇒ O22 : [pron]

(135)

c.

∗!

∗

∗

∗

|
|

∗
∗

|

∗

|

[ CP x[β] [ C[∗β∗] schläft] [ TP t′ x [ vP tx [ VP tschläf t ] t′ schläf t ] t′′ schläf t ]]

T31.1.1/31.2.1 : CP optimization
(x[β] checked: Principle AXD applies vacuously)
Input: O13 /T31.1 or O22 /T31.2 Fpron FSE FSELF
⇒ O131/221 : [pron]

∗
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∗

5.13

On the Distribution of the Beta-Features

So far, we have mainly considered examples in which binding relations between two elements have been established (if we abstract away from inherently reﬂexive predicates and the examples in the previous section). This
means that sentences have been excluded which involve elements that are
coreferent but do not stand in a c-command relationship (cf. (136)), and sentences in which more than two elements are coreferent (cf. (137) and (138)).
(136)

a.
b.

Peter1 ’s sister adores him1 /*himself1 .
His1 sister adores Peter1 .

(137)

John1 wonders whether he1 should shave himself1 /*him1 .

(138)

John1 only shaves himself1 /*him1 in his1 bathroom.

In this section, the question is therefore addressed of how sentences of this
type can be derived, and how unwanted derivations resulting from numerations with a diﬀerent distribution of beta-features can be excluded.
Let us ﬁrst consider sentence (136-a). What does the underlying numeration look like? As far as the direct object is concerned, we have assumed
that pronouns like him are encoded as x[β] in the beginning, and that its
concrete realization form is determined in the course of the derivation. And
since in a derivational model we do not know in advance that the coreferent
R-expression Peter will never c-command x, we might want to try the numeration Num1 ={Peter[∗β∗] , x[β] , . . . }. However, in the course of the derivation
it emerges that x is never c-commanded by Peter, hence x can never check
its [β]-feature (since feature checking requires a c-command relation between
probe and goal in the accessible domain (cf. (26) in section 4.2)), and therefore the derivation will eventually crash.
This means that (136-a) must be based on a diﬀerent numeration. For
obvious reasons, the [∗β∗]-feature cannot be associated with the NP Peter’s
sister either (after all, it is not coreferent with x) – hence there is only one
possibility left: discourse binding. On this assumption, the numeration is
Num2 ={C[∗β∗] , x[β] , Peter, . . . }, x eventually checks its [β]-feature against
C[∗β∗] , and the pronoun is correctly predicted to be the optimal realization
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form (cf. the previous section). If Peter is now coreferent with x or not is
not encoded in features but depends on whether Peter happens to refer to
the same person as “[β]”. If it does, we get sentence (136-a) (Peter1 ’s sister
adores him1 ), otherwise the following sentence is derived.
(139)

Peter1 ’s sister adores him2 .

As to example (136-b), it behaves analogously to (136-a) with Peter and x
in exchanged positions.
However, the previous examples have also alluded to a ﬁrst restriction
that must be assumed for the distribution of [∗β∗]-features. As discussed in
section 5.12, discourse binding always implies that the pronominal form is
predicted to be the optimal realization. Thus it can be concluded that if the
option of discourse binding were generally available, i.e., if [∗β∗] could always
be associated with matrix C, we would predict that pronominal binding would
be a universal option in all binding contexts. Since this prediction is obviously
not borne out (cf., for example, John1 likes himself1/*him1), the occurence
of C[∗β∗] must be restricted. What would such a restriction look like? Recall
that in the analysis of (136-a) and (136-b), the insertion of C[∗β∗] in the
numeration was the only possibility to yield a convergent derivation. So let
us therefore assume that the following principle holds.
(140)

Restriction on the distribution of [∗β∗]-features:
C[∗β∗] is a last resort option; it is only licit if the association of [∗β∗]
with a lexical item of the numeration (including underspeciﬁed x)
does not yield a convergent derivation.

What about sentence (137) (John1 wonders whether he1 should shave
himself1/*him1)? In principle, we could think of the following six underlying
numerations if we take into account all potentially possible distributions of
the beta-features.56
(141)

Possible distribution of beta-features:

56

In the following, I assume that the second coindexed element (linearly speaking) starts
out as x and the third one as y.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Num1 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , . . . }
Num2 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β,∗β∗] , y[β] , . . . }
Num3 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β,∗β∗] , . . . }
Num4 ={John[∗β∗,∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , . . . }
Num5 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , C[∗β∗] ,. . . }
Num6 ={John, x[β] , y[β] , C[∗β∗,∗β∗] . . . }

The ﬁrst numeration, Num1 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , . . . }, can be ruled out
immediately, since it only involves one [∗β∗]- but two [β]-features. Hence, one
[β]-feature will remain unchecked, and Num1 must therefore be excluded. (In
fact, one of the items with a [β]-feature would not even reach a position in
which it could in principle check features against John, because there is no
need to drag along both x and y to satisfy Phrase Balance.)
As to Num2 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β,∗β∗] , y[β] , . . . }, it does not only facilitate a
convergent derivation, it also yields the expected results with regard to the
predicted realization forms: y is checked by x in its θ-domain, hence y will
have to be realized as anaphor, and x is checked by John later in the derivation when its realization matrix has already been reduced to [pron] – hence,
it is realized as pronoun.57
(142)

a.
b.

Checking 1:
[ vP x[β,∗β∗] shave [ VP y[β] tshave ty ]]
Checking 2:
[ vP John[∗β∗] wonders [ VP x[β] twonders [ CP t′′ x whether [ TP t′ x
should [ vP tx shave [ VP y tshave ty ]]]]]]

As far as Num3 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β,∗β∗] . . . } is concerned, there are two
possibilities. If the resulting derivation proceeds as indicated in (143), it
crashes. Here it is assumed that y remains in edgeV, and x moves on to
satisfy Phrase Balance and eventually check its [β]-feature against John. As
a result, the features of y remain unchecked (since self-checking is excluded;
cf. footnote 57).
57

Note that the feature distribution x[β,∗β∗] does not facilitate “self-checking” – this
is excluded since feature checking requires a c-command relation and the notion of ccommand is not reflexive.
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(143)

Non-convergent derivation:
a.
b.

[ vP x[β] shave [ VP y[β,∗β∗] tshave ty ]]; workspace: {John[∗β∗] , . . . }
[ vP John[∗β∗] wonders [ VP x[β] twonders [ CP t′′ x whether [ TP t′ x
should [ vP tx shave [ VP y[β,∗β∗] tshave ty ]]]]]]

However, based on Num3 there might be an alternative derivation; if y does
not stay in edgeV but moves on to Specv (for instance, because Phrase Balance triggers movement to satisfy the needs of another feature [∗F∗]), x gets
the opportunity to check its [β] feature in an appropriate conﬁguration: under
c-command against y’s [∗β∗]-feature (cf. (144-a) and (144-b)). Afterwards,
Phrase Balance would force y to move on till it reaches the speciﬁer of the
matrix VP, where it could eventually check features with John (cf. (144-c)).
(144)

Unwanted derivation:
a.
b.
c.

[ vP x[β] shave [ VP y[β,∗β∗,F ] tshave ty ]]; workspace: {John[∗β∗] ,
X[∗F ∗] , . . . }
Checking 1:
[ vP y[β,∗β∗,F ] x[β] shave [ VP t′ y tshave ty ]]
Checking 2:
[ vP John[∗β∗] wonders [ VP y[β] twonders [ CP t′′′′ y whether [ TP t′′′ y
should [ vP t′′ y x shave [ VP t′ y tshave ty ]]]]]]

Hence, Num3 might yield a convergent derivation – however, it does not
yield the correct result. Since in this case x is checked in its base position,
it has to be realized as anaphor; and since y is checked when its matrix has
been reduced to [pron], we would expect a pronoun in the object position,
contrary to the facts. As a result, this derivation has to be excluded. In fact,
what seems to go wrong in (144) is that the probe for x is base-generated
below the latter and moves across the goal to get into this feature checking
conﬁguration. Therefore it must be assumed that the following restriction
holds, which ﬁnally excludes Num3 as a possible underlying numeration.
(145)

[∗F ∗] must not move across [F ].
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And what about Num4 ={John[∗β∗,∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , . . . }? A priori, it does not
violate any restrictions and yields a convergent derivation. However, it would
predict that y has to be realized as a pronoun (since it would be checked when
its matrix would have been reduced to [pron]) – and this option must be ruled
out. So what might be wrong with the following derivation?
(146)

Unwanted derivation:
[ vP John[∗β∗,∗β∗] wonders [ VP y[β] x[β] twonders [ CP t′′′′ y t′′ x whether
[ TP t′′′ y t′ x should [ vP t′′ y tx shave [ VP t′ y tshave ty ]]]]]]

What we want to enforce is that y is already checked in its θ-domain, which
is only possible if it is checked by x. More generally, if we have more than
two coindexed elements in a sentence and the ﬁrst one (L1 ) c-commands all
the others, the second one (L2 ) all but the ﬁrst one, the third one (L3 ) all
but the ﬁrst and the second one etc., we want to make sure that the betafeatures are distributed as follows: {L1[∗β∗] , L2[∗β∗,β] , L3[∗β∗,β] , . . . Ln[β] }. This
is achieved if we assume that the following restriction holds. According to
this rule, the derivation in (145) is already ruled out when the embedded vP
is completed.58
(147)

Restriction on the cooccurrence of [β]-features:
Two coreferent (i.e. identical) unchecked [β]-feature must not cooccur in the same accessible domain.

As far as Num5 ({John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , C[∗β∗] ,. . . }) and Num6 ({John, x[β] , y[β] ,
C[∗β∗,∗β∗] . . . }) are concerned, they are also ruled out, because they violate
(140) – Num2 already yields a convergent derivation without resorting to
discourse binding.
Let us now turn to example (138), repeated in (148).
58

Note that this principle does not affect configurations as in (i-a); since in this case the
[β]-features are not coreferent, they can cooccur in edgev.
(i)

Sarah1 knows that Max2 thinks she1 adores him2 .
a.

[ vP y[β2 ] x[β1 ] adores [ VP t′ y tadores ty ]]; workspace: {Sarah[∗β1∗] , Max[∗β2 ∗] ,
...}
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(148)

John1 (only) shaves himself1 /*him1 in his1 bathroom.

Since the sentence involves again three coreferent items, there are in principle again the six potential numerations from (141). The ﬁrst numeration,
Num1 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , . . . } can be excluded along the same lines as before, and we can generally state that each unchecked feature needs a diﬀerent
corresponding starred feature.
The second possibility, Num2 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β,∗β∗] , y[β] , . . . }, can also be
ruled out immediately. Since x can check its [β]-feature against John when it
is in SpecV (cf. (149)), it would not have to move any further and would thus
never c-command y (which is contained in a vP-adjunct). Hence, it cannot
act as a probe for the latter.
(149)

[ vP John[∗β∗] shaves [ VP x[β] tshaves tx ]]

And what about Num3 ={John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β,∗β∗] , . . . }, where the second [∗β∗]feature is associated with y? In this case, the derivation proceeds as follows:
Phrase Balance triggers movement of x to the edge of VP. When little vP is
built up John enters the derivation before the PP adjunct is also inserted in
Specv. Hence, the ﬁrst opportunity for x to check its feature involves feature
checking with John – and not with y.59 However, this implies that y cannot
get rid of its beta-features anymore, and the derivation crashes.
(150)

[ vP y [β,∗β∗] [ v′ [ v′ John[∗β∗] shaves [ VP x[β] tshaves tx ]] [ PP t′ y in [ NP ty
bathroom]]]

The fourth possibility is Num4 ={John[∗β∗,∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , . . . }. This attempt is
more promising; since both x and y are c-commanded by John at some stage
in the derivation and there are two [∗β∗]-features which trigger movement
of the two bound elements to the current accessible domain, the derivation
does not crash.60 Moreover, x is already bound in its θ-domain, hence it is
correctly predicted that it must be realized as anaphor, whereas y is only
bound when its matrix has been reduced to [pron]. Hence, this numeration
yields the correct result. And since Num4 yields a convergent derivation,
59
60

Generally, feature checking takes place as soon as possible, i.e., it cannot be delayed.
Note that (145) is respected throughout the derivation; cf. (151).
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Num5 ({John[∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , C[∗β∗] ,. . . }) and Num6 ({John, x[β] , y[β] , C[∗β∗,∗β∗]
. . . }) are immediatedly ruled out by (140).
(151)

a.
b.

Checking 1:
[ vP John[∗β∗,∗β∗] shave [ VP x[β] tshaves tx ]]
Checking 2:
[ TP John[∗β∗] T [ vP y [β] [ vP tJohn shaves [ VP x tshaves tx ]] [ PP ty in
[ NP ty bathroom]]]

The ﬁndings of this section can thus be summarized as follows. First, we saw
that the three types of sentences under discussion can be derived within the
current theory, namely on the basis of the numerations indicated in (152-a)(152-c).61
(152)

a.

b.

c.

Two coreferent elements involved – no c-command relation:
Peter1 ’s sister adores him1 /*himself1 .
Num={C[∗β∗] , x[β] , Peter, . . . }
Three coreferent elements involved – three c-command relations:
John1 wonders whether he1 should shave himself1 /*him1 .
Num={John[∗β∗] , x[β,∗β∗] , y[β] , . . . }
Three coreferent elements involved – two c-command relations:
John1 only shaves himself1 /*him1 in his1 bathroom.
Num={John[∗β∗,∗β∗] , x[β] , y[β] , . . . }

However, although it is of course crucial to have a derivation that makes correct predictions, it is also important to rule out alternative derivations that
might yield unwanted results. Since in a derivational model look-ahead with
respect to syntactic structures must be excluded, we cannot a priori asso61

Note that the analysis of (152-b) also extends to sentences of the following type – the
only difference being that in this case the first binding relation is an instance of discourse
binding:
(i)

He1 likes himself1 .
Num={C[∗β∗] , x[β,∗β∗] , y[β] , . . . }
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ciate beta-features only with elements that will later establish a c-command
relation – this would involve knowledge of syntactic structures that we cannot know at the stage when the features are distributed. Hence, we must
in principle permit that beta-features might be associated with all kinds of
pairs of coreferent elements, even it they will never occur in a c-command
relationship. The task is then to rule out independently those derivations
that would formally converge but make wrong empirical predictions. And, as
has been shown in the discussion above, this can be achieved if we assume
that the three restrictions from (140), (145), and (147), repeated in (153-a),
(153-b), and (153-c), respectively, hold.62
(153)

a.

b.
c.

Restriction 1
C[∗β∗] is a last resort option; it is only licit if the association
of [∗β∗] with a lexical item of the numeration (including an
unspeciﬁed x) does not yield a convergent derivation.
Restriction 2
[∗β∗] must not move across [β].
Restriction 3
Two coreferent (i.e. identical) unchecked [β]-feature must not
cooccur in the same accessible domain.
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